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THE PHESEJTT 1DBQAII0SJLL SYSTEM
OF
GESEC1
t•
INTRODUCTION
The glory that was ancient Greece is the common inheritance of
all. There is hardly a school-boy who does not know something about
its fame, and to scholars, tne days and ways of -ncient Greece, its
importance in the fields of art and philosophy, etc, are familiar
ground.
But in looking aown through the space of centuries, into the past
for their knowledge of Greece, we may liken most of them to mountain-
climbers, who, anxious ani eager to see the view as far as tney can
into the distance, entirely overlook that which is immediately before
them. In other v.ords, we find that nearly everyone has knowledge of
the view in the distance,—.r-ncient Greece— as seen in its distant
centuries, but few who know about the Greece of toaay, and which is
immediately at hand*
Greece is a republic of about 49,036 square miles, with a popula-
tion of 6,204,684*. The history of Greece during the past one hundred
years, has been a history of the struggles of the Greek people to make
of their country a modern stste, and. to liberate from the Turkish yox<:e,
the millions of unredeemed Greeks. This latter was achieved gradually,
ana after an herioc straggle.
.
* Census of 1928 _
••
•
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It is indeed a great romance, the formation of modern Greece. In
1830, Greece started v.i th a population of 200,000, and by 1923 had
succeeded in liberating and bringing un<. er the Greek flag 6,600,000
Greeks, all of whom had felt the scourge of Purkish oppression.
^fter a gigantic struggle for independence, vhich lasteu from
1821-1829, she emerged,— ruineu, decimated, denuded of forests and
exceedingly poor, but nevertheless as victorious and glorious in spirit
as the classical Greece of old.
Phat heroic struggle brought into existence a free country, -which
consisted of a little corner in the Greek peninsula, but which now,
because of continuous struggles, reaches Albania and Podope in the
north, ^.ndrianople in the east, and embraces all the Greek isl&nds
except the -Dodecanese and Cyprus.
V.'ith the enlargement of Greece territorially, the progress in its
interior went on. 2he Greek people had lost much while lying prostrate
for centuries under the rule of the Juries. For centuries darkness had
been spread ov r the land of Phidias and Pericles, and over the great-
est culture that the v.orld has ever known.
Prom 145a, when Constantinople fell to the Parks, until the time
Greece became independent, education was almost an unsown thing to the
people, unly in the last century before the liberation were a few
schools created for the whole of Greece. Only the chiluren of the ric i
Greeks could afford to be sent to study in these schools. Phe great
majority of the people remained illiterate. Moreover, the physical and
mental characteristics of the people, their language and their customs

showed the effect of the Turkish misrule. Ko people, indeed, has long
remained under domination without loss of initiative, ana of the best
elements of its character.
All through this past century of independent national life the
Greek people have struggled to shake off the horrible effects of the
Turkish misrule, ana to dig out and reassert its ancient manhood.
The first thing the Greeks strove against was illiteracy. The
Greek has a passion for excellence ana progress unique in that part of
the uorld, and an equal passion for education ana learning. "Letters"
are to them a sign of distinction, and an "unlettered" man is a term of
contempt, whenever the Greek is poor or ignorant or backward, he is so
against his will.
The results of a century of educational effort are now patent.
Education and learning are so extensive in Greece that there is actually
an intellectual proletariat in the country.
There are two large universities, one at Athens, and one at
Salonika; a Greek-iimerican college in Athens, end another at rhaleron
for girls; the Anatolic- college, and an American agricultural college
in Salonika. Several hunareds of liberal high schools, commercial and
agricultural schools form the secondary eaucation.
There is a large group of intellectuals in Greece, which is com-
prised of poets, artists, statesmen, jurists, etc., who nave attainea
world-wiae fame, such as Venizelos, Politis, Palamas, Jemetriades, and
many others.
The greatest modem accomplishment of the Greeks is the absorption
e.
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of 1,500,000 destitute am shelterless refugees, who were thrown on the
shores of Greece after the Ionia disaster.* A people numbering a little
over 5,000,000, wi th limited resources, was able to care for, and to
absorb 1,500,000 Greeks, who had for four centuries, known nothing but
Turkish misrule, an achievement without its parallel in the world's
history.
* The greek army, which had taken possession of a greet part of
Asia "^irior since 1918, was forced to abandon it hurriedly, in 1922,
and return to Greece, carrying with it the -jreek population of ^sia
*.*inor, which had lived there for centuries, in order to save them from
the sword of the Turk.
••
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"r. Henry "orgenthau does not exaggerate the truth in spying in
his book* that "Greece is a poor country, but the Greeks are a valuable
people, -he wealth of Greece lies in their courage, their energy, their
lively minds, and their physical virility. 7ne amazing progress that
has been made in six years toward absorbing a 25/j increase in popula-
tion speaks volumes for the character of the absorbers and the absorbed."
Lastly, this concentration of practically the whole Greex nation
in one state has now brought to an end the perpetual struggle of cue
Greek people for the liberation of those enslabed Greeks. Jhe people
are thankful for the net territorial results of the first century of
their country's existence, ana since then, their mcin business has
been to consolidate and orgsnize what 'chey have obtained, and to develop
the productive forces of their country, both material and spiritual.
hen the war was over in 1922, the nation's first problem was to
increase the level of general literacy, a thing essential to a country)
with a iemocratic form of government** and which wished to regain ana
maintain its former illustrious stan.ing among the nations of the
world.
To do this, it was necessary to establish a system of public
education, inclusive in its scope, and progressive in its aim. Jo thi
end, it planted the seeu of its present educational system, which, in
spite of its precari.is economic status, we see flowering today.
* Henry T'orgenthau: "I dfes ^ent to Athens", p. 288
** oince 1923, Greece has been a democracy.
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'131^ PHILOSOPHY UNDERLYING TOE GtSM
'Jo study a nation's educational system and trie philosophy under-
lying it, requires a rather intimate knowledge of that nation's history
and characteristics.
In the case of modern ^reece, we must seek to find the philosophy
underlying her education ' hrough a study of her action, rather than
attempt to determine her action by the principles of a philosophy, and
that because the philosophy of Greek education is a product of tlie
historic evolution of the Greek jeople.
Everyone knows the loeculiar state of affairs of ^ncient ..reece,
which influenced its educational anu. national history. A multitude of
peoples, cialects, aid varied topography encouraged among the creeks,
individualistic trends, jvon in times of otnerwise internal and external
peace, the rivalry and contention between the uistricts was carrier on,
and increased until it enoeu in the catastrophe of civil wars.
.nly a few times was this disunion swept away, by the proud con-
sciousness of the unity of everything Greek, anu of its difference from
everything barbarian; once, at the time of the expansion of rersian
power, and later, when the military i>ower of the I'aceuonians forced a
closing of the ranks. It was then, due to the suggestions ana the
diplomacy of far-sighted politicians, that Greece presented a united
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front. But in the former case this instance was too short-live^., and
in the latter case, it came too late.
•*e can, therefore, more easily understand the passion with vhich
the greatest of great-hearted Greeks, Plato an<j -emosthenes , expressed
their longings in the Utopian program for a dreek national education,—
an education of strongly differentiated individuals for citizenship in
an organic national unit.
Centuries passes by, and with them, dreek generations succeeaeu
each other,
—
generations which passea on from one to the next, the
ruinous characteristic of the race,—that is, the individualistic bent*
xJad it was destineu for Greece to pay for these individualistic
tendencies of her people with her very existence. Hot only once, but
several times did she fall under the yoke of conquerors, because of the
lack of a viviu national consciousness, and of a uniform national
character; but her last fall, in 1453, was worse than any previous
one. Greece, at that time, fell under the yole of a barbarous
conqueror, the all-conouering Moslem, which at that time was menacing
all -urooe.
i?'or years the Greeks were so absolutely under the heavy heel of
the Jurkish conqueror, that the thought of ever freeing themselves must
have seemed to them a dream beyond the possibility of realization.
Ihat calamity, to what was formerly a glorious race, was the
medium which furnished age in the incentive of changes in the dreek
character, -he chains of slavery, very heavy ana obnoxious for the
liberal dreek neck, made the dreeks burn with desire for their lost
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liberty, and uignity, and to communicate again with each otner as
members of the same national unit.
The proud consciousness of the unity of everything dreek started
to awake slowly. A stealthy movement for national euucation started
them, with absolute secrecy, on account of the vigilance of the Turks,
who did. not permit the existence of Greek schools. Grauually, unknown,
as well as well-known ..reek poets began to compose ballaas full of
patriotism, v.hich were repeated from mouth to mouth, in secret, because
of the fear of being overheard by the cruel conqueror. Persons, self-
eucated, initiated the others in secluded places, into the past
grandeur of their race; while monks, in the cloistered schools of their
monasteries, tried to sow in the tender souls of the children, the seeds
of the idea of a free Greek state, and to develop in the children,
Greek characteristics, a national consciousness, and a love of liberty
Thus the movement for liberation was accompanied by a movement
for national education, the beginning of which was so fruitful, unce
more the individualistic Greeks were re-united into a national group;
once more they took the oath to be faithful to their Motherland, and
to break the yoke of the oppressor by fighting always by the siue, and
under the orders of the ir leaaers .
They kept their oath, ana after four centuries of slavery, a
revolution starteu in 1821, an J ended in 1829. Afte? a fight of the
most heroic desptrstion for eight long years, the dream of liberty
became a reality for a part of the Greek population, but the greater
part of what had previously been Greece, anu inhabited by millions ana
1•
<vj
•
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millions of Greeks, remaineo in the possession of the i-siatic conquer-
or.
Greece was free again, the acropolis for ..nich nen had given their
blood, and to which all through the ages every enlightened soul had
turned for inspiration, was Greek once more, and three quarters of a
million Jreeks were able to breathe freely, anc. to study their history
openly.
Unfortunately for Greece, a king was selected by Gurope, in 1831,
to govern her,— a king who was a Bavarian, a kindly soul, but a foreign
er,—who neither understood the Greek language nor the -reeks, ^aid
along wizh wtto of Bavaria, and his Germ.n queen, came his bavarian
advisors, men of ability in their line, but naving no previous person-
al knowledge of the country which they were called to govern.
ochools began to be established everywhere, an- the people could
openly send their chil.ren to ~>reek schools, on free Greek soil. But
the bavarian educators foolishly transplanted into Greece, the German
educational philosophy, and the German educational theories ano
practices, without any adaptation and modification to suit the condi-
tions existing in Greece, ^s a consequence of such as educational
policy, the -reeks, wi zh the unrestrained zeal of precocious chiluren,
threw themselves into the process of becoming jGurooeanized. foreign
governesses swarmed, and the children of the Greeks began to be brought
up on creations of alien minds, and on alien aspirations.
•.hen they were sieves, trie Greeks had been free, in the sense
that they adhered passionately to their language and to their national
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traditions. But, free unuer a foreign king, they 'became slaves to
foreign influences. Ihe upper classes now neglected their own traui-
tions. -.'hey spoke German, English, and ~rench, and knew the litera-
ture of those countries "better than th.,: t of their own.
^-gein the destructive inuividuali stic trends started to appear
among the Jreeks, "because of the misrule in the country, and they
appeared at a time when there was an urgent need of a national conscious-
ness in dreece, "both for the preservation of her independence, obtaineu
only after rivers of ..reek: blood had "been spilled, and for the libera-
tion of her enslaved brethren who were stretching their hands toward
her, imploring her to break their chains anu make them free.
Spurred by these two needs, they eicpelled the x-avarians and -heir
educational philosophy from d-reece, and the schools started to under-
take thei: mis _ion, to instil patriotism into the ureek cnilaren.
Jheir first task was the creating of a uniform system of euucation,
controlle.' by the dreek state, in order to remove the traces of foreign
influence, and the gaps in -he soliuity of the d-reek nation, which were
the result of its long loss of freedom.
-.'his movement for national educe tion succeeded in the process of
tie, in stopping the imitation of foreign culture in language anu
customs, anu freed the ~reek minu from the enchantment anu the biin.ing,
lulling, weakening effects of a seeming foreign brilliance. It prepar-
ed the dreeks for a realization of their common nationality, and for
their holy obligation to liberate their enslaved brothers.
Inus, euucation for nationalism became the ultimate anu supreme
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aim of Greetc education, an~ went hand in hand with the cultural aim.
-he courses in history, civics, and GreeK literature were approach
ed and presenteu more and more from the national angle in or er to in-
spire patriotism.
'4ie results of such a philoso hy of education were very fruitful
an. beneficial for the Greek race. 2he wars against Gurkey in 1912,
against Bulgaria in 1913, and again against -urkey, from 1915 to 1922,
in which Greece was engaged, proved the value of Greek education, and
enabled the Greek patriots to fulfil the ambitions of five generations
for the liberation of the reminder of the Greeks, and for securing foj
the jreek nation an independent aid equal place in the concert of natii: .
If, then, there is a philosophy underlying Greek education, it is
the philosophy of not strapping oneself too tigntly in the chair of any
one AOgma. ..hen the wars .'.ere over in 1922, Greek education took off
its old nationalistic garb, ana started rendering its help in efxecting
the neu status in foreign relations which the premier of the state, Mr
Venizelos, was attempting to establish.
ITovv . reece is connected by agreements of friendship with Turkey,
r.oumania, Jugoslavia, Italy, ana other neighboring states,— agreements
mutually binding each other to ^ceep peace, an to maintain freinaly
intercourse. Mr. /eniselos, and the votary of the idea for Balkan
lihion, Mr. Papanastasiou, are working with a zest anc zeal for the
establishment of a kind of federal link between the peoples of the
turbulent Balkan jeninsula. -hey are trying to bring the Balkan nations
into a friendly league, in order to discuss further, their common
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interests, to take resolutions for their coim::on good, ant, to establish
bonds of solidarity which will permit them to confront the gravest
crisis as occasion may dictate.
.."his idea gains ground steadily, and its influence is reflecteu
in the public schools of Jreece. Jhere is a uefinite evidence already
that a note of interna tionalism is being souaaded in the courses of
history and civics.
But far from introuucing that radical form of internationalism
which denies national organisation or groups, Greece is trying to foster
that kind of interest which can exist in harmony witn the nationalism
on which GreeK education is based.
If we examine, in a limited sense, tue present euucational
philosophy of ^reece, we fiat that its education aims to develop in the
future citizen the physical, mental anc moral excellence which will fi
nin for good service within the state, rather than to turn out merely
pedantic scholars.
Wie see then, that the philosophy of Gree>t education is a practica
one, because it has taken its tenor and shape frjm the very current of
Greek life, and from the needs peculiar to the existence of the GreeK
nation.
To one is in a position to be more alive to the remands of nation
al life than those who have the responsibility of running a nation. I It
is because the government officials are in such a position that we find
them exercising a lively interest and control over the educational aims
and policies of the Greek State.
rr
i
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It is vital, then, to them, that the Greek citizen of the future
"be of the type that is aware of the sacred rights and obligations of
citizenship; that they feel in their pulses, a common beat of national
loyalty anL, pride; and that along . ith their nationalistic spirit, there
"be a spirit of open-minded recognition of the virtues of international-
ism, and a willingness to adapt themselves to fit into the ever-.ihang-
ing policies of national and international life.
It is only natural, then, that the government, with these ideals
in mind, itself assumes the responsibility of nictating and directing
the educational life of its people. It leaves none of this high and
holy aspiration and work to chance, and so v.e finu the education in
Greece to he strictly centralized. As this woric unfolds, it will be
seen to what a degree this is true.

15.
AHI IS IS TEATION
The system of educations! adminstration is highly centralized, an<.
therefore is a model of simplicity. aMt the head of the system is the
Minister of Education and Religious affairs, who is assisted by the
central administration, the central board of education, local boards o:
'
education, the general inspectors, the elementary school inspectors, and
the principals.
There are not included within the scope of the Ministry of
Education the purely commercial, vocational sad agricultural education
al institutions. Commercial and vocational education is uirected by
the Ministry of National Economy; agricultural education by the Ministry
of agriculture; and the education of thousands of orphans, victims of
the war, in orphanages, by the Ministry of Hygiene and Public /elfare.
Central Administration ;— This administration consists of three
directorships: (l) the directorship of religion, looking after religious
problems; (2) the directorship of higher education, v. ith a department
for university education; a department for arts, and a department of
archaeology; ana (3) the directorship of secondary and elementary
education, with the following departments: (a) secondary education;
(b) elementary education; (c) hygiene; (d) physical education; (e)
architecture; (f) accounting, and (g) shipping. All these departments
execute the orders and decisions of the Minister of Education.
The office of director is not considered political, and as a rale
•it
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the directors remain in power even when the government changes.
A general secretary of the Ministry, v\ith a uepartment of personnel,
directs the b isiness affairs v. i thin the Ministry.
Central Board of -ducation ;— r2he central board of education is
composed of fifteen experts in education, who are distinguished in
service, and most of v.hom have pursuea studies in education in foreign
countries. Of this centrcl "board, thirteen are appointed by the
Ministry, and their job is oermsnent, while the remaining two are
elected from the teachers in service, by the teaching staff of the
elementary and secondary education, ilie tern of their service is
biennial, and the purpose of their election is to enlighten the o trier
members of the board about the actual condition of the schools and
education generally, ana to serve as a cohesive linic between the
Ministry and the teachers.
-he central board of education is divided into three branches,
each containing five members, one looking after things concerning the
administration of secondary education; another, after things concern-
ing the administration of elementary education; and the last branch
acting in a counciling capacity, concerning curricula, and school
activities. But when general problems of euucution appear, they are
discussed by the whole board.
rhis woric of the central board of education is: (1) to advise the
Minister on any subject concerning education; (2) to prepare laws,
decrees, and circulars for teachers, and to construct the courses of
study and the time schedules for secondary and elementary schools;
D! »
1
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(3) to approve textbooks submitted by authors end publishers • (4) to
control the work of normal schools, the work of general inspectors and
supervisors, and the establishment of new schools; (5) to decide on thty
appointment, transfer, promotion, dismissla, or discipline of the
general school inspectors, the teachers of normal and secondary scnool
an,' the inspectors of elementary schools; (6) to conduct examinations
of the candidates for supervision of elementary schools, ana of the
candidates for studies in education in foreign countries; (7) to
designate the boundaries of the local school districts; (8) to approve
or disapprove or make changes in the decisions of the local boards of
education, concerning punishments, dismissals, or transfers of elemen-
tary school teachers.
General inspectors of d ..ucation :— The secondary schools of Greece
are distributed throughout fourteen districts, each district super-
vised by a general inspector of education, There are also seven other
general inspectors, two for mathematics, two for physics, two for
physical education, and one for private schools of secondary level.
These inspectors are selected from among the best educators of thf
country, and their wor.< is as follows: (1) General inspection of the
schools of the district, control of the v.ork of elementary school
inspectors, ani control of the normal schools of the district, if ther
ore any.
(2) Inspection at least- twice
a year of each school, with reports to the Central doer- of -uuucation,
concerning necessary changes, educational needs of the uistrict, aid
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transfer, promotion, punishment, or uismissal of teachers and inspector
of elementary education in the ai strict.
(3) Management of meetings wit
the elementary school inspectors and the principals of seconaarj school
for the promotion of education in the district.
(4) Management of teachers' me
ings, the aim of which is the discussion of methods and principles of
teaching.
(5) iSxercise of por.er to grant
a fifteen-day leave of absence to any of the members of the teaching
force.
Local Boards and Inspectors of Elementary Education:— r.ll the
elementary schools of the country are aistributed throughout 71 local
districts. Jach general inspector of tne previously mentioneu 14 large
general uistricts may have unuer his supervision 3 to 8 local districts
3ach local di strict has its loc-1 boam of education, consisting
of the principal of a high school, (gymnasium) a teacher of secjnuary
education, a juage, ana the ljcal inspector of tne elanontary schools,
-he work of the "board is as follows:
(1) To suggest to the Ministry of Education any matters concerning
the establishment of new schools, or changes in tne old schools.
(2) ±o su gect to the Ministry of jidu cation any matters concerning
promotion, punishment, or dismissal of teachers of the local ci strict.
(3) Jo oro ose to the povernor (llomtrches) of the generel district,
appointments of teachers in the aistrict.
s
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xhe work of the Inspector of Elementary Goucation is as follows:
(1) :2o superintend the schools of the local district, and visit then
at least four tines a year.
(2) So conduct teschers' meetings, to guide the teachers in their
work, and give suggestions to tnem.
(3) '2o inspect conditions of the local school buildings, and to
re .ort to the local board of education, the general inspector, and the
central "board of education concerning the conditions and the needs of
his schools.
(4) To in orse the payrolls of the teachers.
(5) Jo suggest to the general inspector or to the Ministry of
Education, the grant of leave of absence to teachers.
As was mentioned previously, the system of educational auminis trail-
tion of Greece is hig dy centralized. I consider this a goou plan, fo
many reasons, the most important of which are:
(1) -he central authority recognizes the gen-. nl needs of the nation
whereas, locally they would be felt only slightly, or too slowly. It
is the central authority that compels 'Che various sections to make
efforts to organize, to work, to spend money which they themselves wou(j.d
refuse. Progress has come chiefly through the central authority » and
without coercion fr;m it, many small villages aright not have even a
humble school; themselves without culture, ho* could they understand
the need of culture?
(2) -he instinctive need of maintaining the morel and intellectual
homogeneity of the nation. In Greece, the school is a great
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ins trument for as simil sting- all sections of population. It improves
end consolidates the unity of language in the face of tne tenacious
resistance of •jialects and local accents, rupils in the sane class
of institutions receive the sand education, ore nourished ty the sane
literature, have the sane vision of the world.
(3) Teachers aria workers of e. '.cation are appointed by educational
authorities accor ing to their qual ifi ca tions, and after examinations
and competitions :.hich constitute a "better me thod of selection than
appointments "by "school eomTittees'', to the members of which, problems
of education are, most of tile time, ''terra ignora."
(4) Teachers do -heir best because they feel themselves secure from
criticism coming from persons having no relation with education, sad
because they are subject to a strict supervision on the part of inspec^
ors, whose work is controlled by the Central Board of Education, i.e.,
by experts in education.
Still, some decentralisation is necessary. It is essential,
because it is necessary to ma:ce adaptations to local needs, which the
local authorities alone are in a position to understand. It is also
essential because it is not in the offices of the 2'inis try, but in the
local schools v.here instruction is given, that provisijns made can be
put to the test of experience, and that experience can suggest new
ideas
.
The tendency viOW is to change this over-centralized system of
administration if education to a system of "centralized decentraliza-
tion." In the meantime, a certsin amount of autonomy has been given td
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local bodies by the central authority, in trie matter of talcing the
initiative in urgent educcti nal needs an<_ in minor problems.
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EDUCATIONAL FINANCE
Funds for maintenance of schools and other educational matters
are provided mainly by the state, \tiiich bears the full cost of the
salaries of all the teaching and administrative personnel of the -jiubli
schools. Only the financing of universities is met mainly by fees and
funds coming from a variety of sources. But when the resources are in[-
ade.utte, the state subsidises.
Jchool buildings, enuipment, alterations, playgrounds, and school
gardens are provided by the School Treasuries, with a contribution fro(n
the state if it is necessary.
School Treasuries ; — according to Law 5019, of 1931, each i>ublic
school has its own treasury, directed by a committee of five or seven
persons. Llembers of this committee are: (1) She principal of the
school; (2) one member of the communal council; (3) one member of trie
ecclesiastical council of the pi rish in which the school is located,
and (4) the others Lre ps rents or guardians of pupils, elected by the
pupils' parents.
Resources of the ..chool Treasury ;— -he resources of the school
treasury are;
(a) The property vthich belongs to the school
(b) Properties presented by peo le to the school
(c) The rent coming fr;m the property owned by the school
(d) _he bequests and donations to the school treasury
•
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(e) The money coming frjm the sale of old or unfit school "buildings,
and of other estate.
(f) The money raised from the sale of the products of the school
gardenu an 3 workshops.
(g) The proceeds from school festivals, plays, an., bazaars.
(h) The voluntary collections, with the sanction of the I'inistry of
Education.
(1) The money coming from the voluntary contribution of parents,
when registering their children.
(j) The small compulsory monthly contribution of the well-to-do
pupils of the secondary schools, only*
(k-) _he annual subsidy of the commune, the amount of which depends
upon its resj.rces.
(1) The product of a sjjecial local taxation.
(m) The annuel subsi y of the church.
(n) The subsidy of the state, which comes to complete the- unount
needed on each occasion.
duties of the Committee of the School Treasury!— She duties of th<
•
committee are:
(a) Jo look after the collection of the resources, and to increase
the wealth of the school treasury.
(h) To contract loens for school purposes.
(c) To be responsible for the constracti n of school buildings where
there is 6 need, or for the alteration and repair of those existing, i:
a way to fulfil hygienic, educational, and aesthetic enda«
.
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(d) To direct the preservation of the buildings, to keep then in good(
condition, and to provide for the cleaning, heating, and lighting.
(e) -o supply the school with the proper equipment and furniture.
(f) 2o establish ana enrich the school library.
(g) To organize and conduct the school lunch for the poor pupils.
(h) To furnish the neeay stuaents wi th books, school sup lies, clothejs,
snd shoes.
(i) To enforce the regulatijns of compulsory education,
(j) To csre for everything in general, which protects the health, anc|
facilitates the improvement of the pupils.
This organization in subject to the '."inistry of -education, iix-
penuitures exceeding 5,000 drachmas* must be approved by the inspector
of the school, ana when it exceeds 30,000 drachmas, then it must be
approved by the Ministry of Education.
"The function of the newly established school treasuries is expect-
ed to be great in the near future, and knowing the passion which the
Greeks have for education, I am sure that after a few years, megnif iceijft
school buildings, rivalling the beauty of the Tarthenon, will exist
throughout the country, un er which ^reek culture will be roofed.
Besides the school treasuries, there are also jirivate instituti jng|,
societies for educational purposes, and individuals that maintain and
support either day, night or part-tir e schools invarious towns. G-reece
is not v.ithout its public benefactor--, donors of large schools, and
* An ..merican dollar is eoual to 77 drachmas.
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promoters of education, ii'rom their uonations, fifteen secondary, and
many vocational schools are sup orted at present.
School ^uilaings :—School "building construction is a special
feature in Greece euucation. Up to 1897, only a hundred school builuin^s,
worthy of the name, had "been constructed throughout the state. iri.vate,
unhealthy houses, perfect destroyers of the children's health, were
used for school purposes. From the above date on, a movement wes begui
for the construction of school buildings, from the accruing funds from
the fees which pupils paid for registration, ihat movement did not
last for long, because of the three successive wars in which Greece
became engaged, from 1912 to 1922. Jhe state had to use all its poss-
ible resources for the purchase of guns and. battleships, anu left the
construction of school buildings for a more suitable time.
-hen 1923 came, anu the v.ar was over, the interrupted movement
continued, anc respite the economic stress which followed the war, it
culminated in a big campaign in 1928, with astonishing results. xhousjf
ands of magnificent school buildings of different types, ample play-
grounds, and school gardens were constructed, wi th money coming from
the state, the locality, an.; the large ..onctions from patriotic personfe
who, formerly members of the community , were living abroad, especially
in tne Jnited Jtates and ->gypt.
It is estimated that the government spent over 550,000,000 drach-
mas during; the four last years for cons traction of school buildings,
ana over 1,200,000,000 by the localities. Jne provision for aid on thk
part of the government has been that the more the locality contributes
•
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THE PRIME- MINISTER OP GREECE
Mr .Eleutherios Venlzelos who is work
ing to elevate the standards of
Greek education.
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the greater the amount which, can be obtained from the state, ihe
principle was good, in so far as it encouraged the smell ana poor muni
cipalities to work for the construction of modern school buildings.
Oh the other hand, this method placed the state in the difficult posi-
tion of having to distribute larger amounts of money than would be
desirable in times of difficult economic conditions. But in 1928, whefa
the premier, "r. B« Yenizelos was elected, he promised to the people
that he would make Greece unrecognizable during his service, and he ha]s
almost realized this promise.
ITow, almost every town in Greece can pri^e itself on the fact thejjt
the best buildings in the town are the school-houses. -he following
figures tails: eloquently about the miracles performed by Greece, during
the past four years, in the construction of school buildings.
BTBfBBB OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS IX DlfFBEBHI PBEIODS I*
)
Year 1850 1897 1910 1928 1932
Ho. of school buildings 7 100 444 1473 4641
No. of buildings construct-
ed in each period
7 93 344 1030 3167
(*) omyrnes, N. Elementary Education Yearbook, p. 391.
^emetralcos .. Oo., ^thens, Greece, 19-2.
Note: Jhe data of the various tables found throughout the thesis is
based on the official publications issued by the Ministry of i^ducatioi
of Greece.
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PBE-3CH00L AND KINDEBSAMElf SDDCATIOH
Kindergartens and nursery schools are not yet widely extended in
Greece, The most important reason for this condition is that the
hones usually manage to take care of the children up to the age when a
child has to commence school. He are not yet so far advanced in Cireecf
that the mothers are more occupied with society or politics than with
the duties of their home, anu tne working-class mothers do not h_ve to
give so much of their time wo work in the factories that they must
leave their children to the care of others, "ore recenly, however,
conditions hare, to a certain degree, "been changing in the larger cities,
where, as a consequence, there have "been established at the present,
with a tendency to increase, eight day-nurseries , in which mothers who
work ana have nobo y to take care of their children, may leave than
during working hours.
These urseries are the concern solely of the communes, though
they receive state aid. -hey have an eight-hour day, provide me;. Is,
and have facilities for "bathing, sleeping, etc. -he age of aomission
is usually two years.
Jnitl recently, a fev, kindergartens existeu, and they were merely
places where small chil ren of the pre-elenentary school age were kept
The teachers were not trained, and received c ridiculously low salary.
In the last ten years, ihe situation has been greatly improved, not-
withstanding the stress of post-war economic conditions. Training
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schools for kindergarten teachers have been opened, anu modern kinder-
gcrtens have "been organized ana aided by the state, with attendance
wholly voluntary. The work is generally conducted on a synthesis of
what is best in Froebel and . ontessori.
There are now 495 kindergartens, anu most of them are found in th^
newly annexed provinces, which were almost all backv.ard culturally,
because of a deliberate anti-Greek policy followed by Turkey, *-.s a
consequence of that policy, not only the proportion of illiterates was
great, amounting to 70/s of the population in what was formerly Turkish
Greece, but the languiage of the people was also affected by their Ion
association with the Turks. Now the kindergartens are expected to
purify the Greek languiage early, through the children.
There are seven small kindergarten training schools for teachers,
with a three-year curriculum.
Girls who have completed the work of the first two years of the
gymnasium, or the city-school, are admitted to these scnools. A
diploma from these kindergarten-training schools entitles the holder
to teach in the kindergarten, and does not extend to the primary graded
.
The subjects of the course of study, ana the time schedule is
shown by the following table:
(See the following page for table)
•
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SUBJECTS A3STD I1 INQB-S CHEDKJLE OF KIKDEBGrAETEN THAI IffIBS SCHOOLS (*)
Subjects I II III Total
iieligion o o oC 6
G-reelc (modem) n1 6 A4: 1 f
Kindergarten education 6 12 18
r'hys ics A4: 4 oo
Home Economics 4 4 3 11
Hygiene and Nursing 1 3 4
Manual Training 4 3 3 10
Penmanship and drawing 4 3 3 10
:iusic 4 4 4 12
Phy s i cal Sduca t ion 3 3 3 9
Total periods 32 36 37 105
(*) Bulletin of the Ministry of Education. Course of Study for
Kindergarten Training Schools, 1932, p. 29.
••
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ELElSl\TTx--RY EDUCTION
Compulsory Education ;— In 1834, when the first x^rimary schools
were established in the newly liberated Greece, a law on ±jublic elemen ;
ary education, promulgated by the constitutional assembly, established,
besides the principles of the comr.on school, anu free elementary
education, the obligation upon parents that all children between the
ages of 5 and 12 must attend the public school. But numerous obstacle^
prevented tlr t law from taking effect until recently. IThe scarcity of
schools, lack of qualified teaching personnel , the poverty of the
peasants, which led Uiem to make use of their sons* woric from earliest
youth, the scanty consciousness of the vtlue of education, the bad
financial conditions of the new-born kingdom, the very geographical
structure of the country, all made difficult arm! still continue to maks
difficult,— although in a smaller aegree, the enforcement of the above
mentioned law, ana consequently, the task of the education of the
lower classes, and especially of the rural classes.
7ne various obstacles that I hcve enumerated continued to exist
until 1909. L% that ti?.ie, the state started to become strong economic-
ally, and was therefore, more and more in a condition to mske neavy
sacrifices of tne buaget for the schools of the people. A war against
illiteracy started throughout the kingdom, but it did not last for
long, because another war, a military one, was declared against lurkey,
in 1922.
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Owing to this war in which Greece was engaged, the impetus for
elementary education had to wait until 1923, when the war was over, araj.
the smell Greek kingdom became a "big Republic.
ihe new state laid aside the mrrtial weapons, and almost immediate-
ly engaged in an energetic struggle against illiteracy, its worst enem; ,
which it was nourishing in its very bosom. '2he struggle, under the
vigorous leadership of the Premier, I.Ir. E. Veniselos, and with the
valuable assistance of the --inister of induct z ion, ~.'r. G. Papandreou,
has been going on with wonderful results, thousands of school buildin
have been constructed, hundreds of new day ana night schools have been
created, and numerous of the existing schools have been reorganized
during the four past years.
At any rate, a glance at the statistics of illiterates among the
people of school-age, from 1923 to the present d^y, will give an
adquate idea of the miracles which have been performed by Greece, in
curing this sore.
In 1923, the actual attendance of pupils was 77.2^ of the possible|
attendance. Kecent returns give the corresponding figure as 96.4/a. A
glance at rhe following table will give an idea of the great achieve-
ment accomplished in such a short time:
(See the following page for table)
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INCREASE OF MSMSSTASI SCHOOLS AND PUPILS (*)
Date 1926 1928 1930 1931 1932
Elementary Schools 7314 7949 8125 8255 8374
Pupils 595,455 623,545 666,209 706,461 752,937
Now attendance at school is to he obligatory between the ages of
6 and 14. It is in the power of the local authority to grent exemption
from compulsory attendance at school, or postponement of it, to invalijL
children, or to such as dwell at a great distance from the school.
Parents not submitting to the rulings of the school authorities in all
these matters are liable to a fine, or even arrest, at the order of
these authorities.
Elementary education is practically free in G-reece, for every boy
anc girl. In fact, certain classes of pupils are furnished, free of
charge, with books, note-books, and other school supplies* In many
places, school lunches and articles of clothing are provided by the
school treasuries, and by educational benevolent associations, to most
of the needy pupils. Besides furnishing the textbooks, parents must
also pay for promotion certificates,— 20 to 40 drachmas, in the
(*) Smyrnes, N. Elementary Education yearbook, p. 489, Jemetrakos & Co
Athens, Greece, 1932.
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higher grades.
Each school, whether it be in a city, or a small village, has a
school committee, consisting of five members, who are i.>arents or
guardians of children attending the school, elected by the parents for
a two-year term, to cooperate with the school authorities for the pro-
motion of education, -"his committee has not the right to interfere in
matters concerning the teaching personnel.
-/very school has a school library, also establisheu by law, con-
taining books for the improvement of teachers in service, and books £q|
the children.
All elementary schools are co-euucational • Jiey have from one to
si;c teachers, depending on the enrollment, and classes, as a rule, havj:
one te:. cher, who teaches all the subjects. In the cities, and in largf
country districts, each class has its own class-room, but in smtll
school districts, with small classes, one can still find two or more
classes in the same room, xhe one-room rural school is a common
feature in the small Tillages.
Curriculum ;— _Tne curriculum of the elementary school includes the
following subjects: religion, Greek language and story-telling, histoiy,
geography, natural history, physics, and chemistry, arithmenic, geometry,
drawing, penmanship, manual-training, singing, games, and physical
training.
rhe curriculum and time schedule of the elementary school can be
seen in the following table;
(See following page for table)
•
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CURRICULUM AND TIME SCHEDULE OP ELEMENTAE! JCH00L3
oix-room School
TX T TXX T T TXXX TVX V V V X
rte i l a i on 1 1 p p ncO
oO Qy Qy y Qy Qy
History 1 2 2 o3
Geography o •7. ola OA oa a
Natural History 3 3 2 2
Physics and. Chemistry 2 2
*--ri thmetic rzO 3 <zO o 0
'
rP nrn p -f-
•A W— t» V A V X X
Jrawing 1 1 2 p
Penmanship 2 2 2 p 2
"anual training 2 2 2 2 2 2
Singing 2 2 2 2 2 2
ihysical training 2 2 2 2 2 2
i'otal periods 22 25 30 31 32 32
(*) Bulletin of the Ministry of Education. Course of utuuy for
elementary Jchools, 1931, p. 9.
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Though the program for all schools contains the tame "branches of
study, it is not entirely uniform in details. Circumstances differ in
G-reece; country schools in which £ teacher or two are responsible for
thevhole school cannot pay attention to the v rious details of all the
"branches of the curriculum. Though splendid work is done "by able men
and women in out-of-the-way pc rts of the country, the elementary- school
curriculum requires too many t lents in a single human "being.
.'ith the exception of the first grade, which "begins a^ 9 o'clock,
all elementary schools throughout ^reece are in session from 8 until
12 noon, and from 2 until 4 or 5. ..'ednesday afternoons are aevoted to
excursions and. extra-curricular activities. School is not in session
on Saturday afternoons.
Jendencies in Jlementarx Ifl&fifiJUjBM — The elementary school, which
formerly almost exclusively aimed to teach the pupil only to read, wri
and count,— that is, to render him master of only the technical means
of culture, ana not culture per se, has no^ "become the true formative
school of the great mass of the people.
In accordance with the educational demands of today, the "book-
school" was changed into a school of life-like environment, the
"learning-school" into a school of activity and experience, and the
centers of individual ambition into centers of social service. The
educational theories of John Tewey, G. Xerschensteiner, H. Gaudig, and
B« T'eumann, e.rerted a relative influence u~on the reform of Greek
education.
The old practice of looking u_ on the child as an immature being
•
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"being on whom v.as to be imposed the preparation necessary for adult
life is rapidly yielding- to the aim of developing self-conscious
personality. Jhose concerned with leadership in elementary education
"believe that the child has power to create and to educate himself,
just as much as the adult. The aim of tne teacher is to lead his
pupils to develop their e:. eriences from within, and to organise those
experiences "by their own self-activity and efforts, 'fhe function of
the teacher is to create an environment, in aid through which the
children develop tnemselves.
Centers of new developments and experiments along these lines are
to be found, especially in the elementary schools which are attached
to the normal schools, anc in which the future teachers do their
practice- teaching. Jhese schools serve as a sort of small experiment-
al laboratory.
'Jo accomplish the above mentioned practices, school libraries,
for children, and clubs of ail kinds came into existence; excursions
and oipen-air country activities were begun, and gymnasiums, school
gardens, and plsygrounds were constructed. -he school gardens are
considered of a great anu manifold value, and therefore they exist in
most of the schools, trough them, the child experiences satis fa cti or
from doing creative work, is inspired by love toward nature, and most
important, he acquires useful agricultural knowledge.
Excursions take place very often, three or more times a month;
sketching, science work, and geography lessons in the open air are
becoming common.
•«
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SECOMHAEY BDUCAOJIOt
Before the reform of 1928, there was in pre-war Greece the "four-
three-four" plan of education, i.e., four years In the elementary school
three in the middle school (Hellenic), and four in the gymnasium. In
the annexed provinces, the "six-six" plan existed, i.e., six years of
elementary school, and six years of gymnasium. The reform lav. Aooo of
1928 introduced for tne whole country the following four types of
secondary schools: (1) semigymnasiums , (2) city-schools for girls, (3)
gymnasiums, and (4) practical lyceums, all of them "based on six years
of primary education.
Generc 1 .-.im of secondary Education:— 7Jntil recently, public
instruction, on the basis of the system of educe tion which was in force
was not adequate to satisfy the exigencies of the times. It was in-
adequate both in volume and in character, furthermore, the school wxs
"by preference cultivating the intellect, and was concerned very little
with the preparation of the young for citizenship, or fitting it for
the needs of human society. It was furnishing the pupil with plenty oi
intellectual exercise, but was not sufficiently aeveloping initiative
and purposeful activity. 2he methods of instruction an.i the curriculum
itself, which had as their aim the imparting of knowledge to the
student ani the cultivation of his abstract mental capacities, were not
adapted to the necessities of present-day life, xhe schools of every
•i
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type ana grade were failing to prepare the individual for life. The
gymnasium was preparing for the university; the middle school (Hellenic!
was conforming to the demands of the program of the gymnasium, while th|p
primary school was jreparing the child for the Hellenic school. Hone
were equipping him to enter into intelligent participation in the
actualities of the life to be found outsiae the walls of the schoolroom
.n adjustment of education to the new conditions produced by the
ar was ir >er;. tive, snd as a consequence, the rauical reform of 1928 wajb
instituted. Apcording to this reform law, all secondary schools now aifi
to provide their students with an advanced general education, and to
prepare them et the same time, for the actual life situation. Jhe
young people are being educated in a social, civic, national, and moral|
religious spirit. Implicit in the law is the iaea that the secondary
schools should, first of all, enable the more talentea stuuents to ente^
the university.
As regards the philosophy of secondary education, the students of
seconuary scnools are to be guided toward adjustment to, ana participa-
tion in, the life of the community; they are to be so guided that they
will become conscious of their snare in the life of the nation, which i
to be regarded as a cultural unit, and to be without arrogance toward
other nations; their sense of duty is to be developea, ana they are to
be taught to strive for other than mere personal ends.
Secondary education aims to aevelop the nabit of careful observa-
tion, the ability to judge clearly, and to arrive at definite conclu-
sions; ana to guiae the students in such a way that they will be truth-
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ful and simple in their habits, punctual and conscientious in their
work, anu will learn to appreciate the importance or the scientific
attitude in the use of knowledge and in the progress of mankind. It
further aims to enable them to present and give form to their ideas,
be it through the medium of speech, writing, drawing, music, or the
manual arts. Their training in the use of various media for expressing
ana presenting their ideas should also enable them to appreciate
masterpieces in the art of writing, music, painting and sculpture, and)
to experience art through eye and ear.
'2he development of a healthy and able body is stressed in the
gymnastic exercises, in outdoor games and sports, and in school hygienfe.
3em igyr-mas ium
;
— i.'he endeavor to extend the age limit for attend- 1
a»ce in public schools, up to and including the age of 14 led to the
necessity of establishing a lower grade of secondary school, a sort of
undifferentiated addition to the elementary school, aiming not only to
give a general educsoion, but also a practical preparation to face
life. She semigymnasium serves as a supplementary step above the
elementary school for those v.ho intend to discontinue school thereafteK
as well as a preparatory school for those who expect to continue their
schooling, by proceeding to the higher secondary schools. i'or these
reasons, the se^igymnasiums, with a tv.o-year course, c^me into exist-
ence.
Inis type of school is found in the rural districts of the
country, where, because of the small number of pupils, the existence
of a gymnasium is not entirely practical.
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'2he subjects taugnt in the semigymnas ium are the same £s those
taught in the first two grades of the gymnasium, (see page 45).
City-school for Girls ;— Jhe education of women naturally neeus
flexibility to suit their special requirements, xhis kind of education,
is given in the City-school for girls, a school with a three-year
course above the elementsry level, !2h.e curriculum of this school is
nearly the same as that of the first three grades of the gymnasium,
with the omission of Latin, and with less hours required in .-jacient
Jreek. (see page 45). In their place is substituted domestic science
ana home-economic courses, to which are given the ti e which would "be
devoted to the study of Ancient Greek and Latin. Grauuates of the Citj
school are eligible to enter the normal schools, the kindergarten- traitf
ing schools, vocational schools, en. the third grade of gymnasiums.
Gymnas ium:— The course of the Gymnasium extends over six years,
pupils pass from the elementary school to the Gymnasium after passing
an entrance examination. dhe purpose of the examination is to determine
the fitness of the pupils to master such information as they may be
exoected to ac-mire during their studies in this scnool. ^-part from
the general aim of secondary education, the gymnasium nas a special
aim of its own. This aim is determined by the humanistic ideals of
education, -hese grew out of the re-action of the present human mind
toward the culture of the ancient dreeks , which is regarded as the firs
expression of European intellectual life. To realize this special aim,
the studay of the language, the literature, and the intellectual life
of the ancient Greeks and Tomans is undertaken, to give the students
—...
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a conception of ancient culture, and its development, Vhis concept is
gradually enlsrged and broadened by an intensive tracing of its mani-
folu relations to the present, so that the students come to see that
there are, in antiquity, phenomena that is oft-times analogous to
present cultural life, and that present culture ov.es much to the past.
Jhis special aim is paramount finally, because the Greeks of today, as
descendants of the ancient Greeks, have the obligation, more than any
others, to cultivate and perpetuate, in mouern Greek intellectual life,
the fine culture of tneir ancestors.
In the first two grades of the Gymnasium, a general education of
wider scope taan that of the elementary school is provided. Pupils whc
do not intend to complete the Lrymnasium may leave it after their promo
tion from the secon- grade, and apply for entrance either to the normal
school, or to the third grade of the Practical-lyceum, or to other
vocational schools. Pupil's who intend to complete the six-year course
are prepared for the university or any other e^uivaleiit institution of
learning.
In many cases, graduates of gymnasiums enter the civil service as
junior officials, or find corresponding positions in business.
Curriculum:— Jhe official curriculum embraces the following
subjects: religion, .-oicient Jreek, Modern Greek, Latin, French, history
mathematics, physics, geography, introuuction to philosophy, hygiene,
drawing, manual- training, singing, .omestic science (for girls), and
physical education.
Course s of § oecial Aptitude:— For groups of students, especially
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of the higher grades, who show an evident aptitude, anu a considerable
leaning tov.ard a certain course or courses, (literature, history,
mathematics, science, art, etc.,) afternoons of free work are establish-
ed. Daring those afternoons, each group, with the assistance of the
teacher of that particular course, oroceeds in the elaboration, profound
study, extension, anu practical use, (wherever this is possible) of the
course which they chose from among the courses taught uuring the morn-
ing sessions, at vihich time they are strictly required courses, all
pupils being obliged to take them at that ti-e.
2his work is entirely optional, and the amount of ti .e uevoted to
it must not exceed six hours each week.
She purpose of the soecial-aptitude courses is twofold: (1) the
pupils, under teacher leadership, form right habits of study, and
increase their oower to attack new problems independently ; and (2)
through txiese courses any or all individual differences are, or can be,
provided for.
iTnese courses open a way for the ambitious student to take
advantage of the opportunity to increase and supplement his knowledge
in whatever course sppeals to him, to ;n extent that the time normally
allotted to the subject when stripped to its required hours woulu not
admit. V/e may wonder in passing, about the popularity of such after-
noon extensions of regular courses. Terhaps it would be fitting to say
here th^t the Pree : pupil is noteworthy for being serious-mindeu and
conscientious in his application to his school-work, and thinks nothing
of devoting long evening hours, extending' into the early morning, in
*r
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preparation of it. Thus he looks with gratefulness and favor upon the
voluntary election of extra afternoon hours.
PROGRAM OF STCJJI3S Mfi JJMB SCHEDULE III &OTASIUH (t)
Subjects II III IV VI Total
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
Religion -
Ancient Greek....
Modern Greek
Latin
French
Mathematics
Physics
Introduction to philosophy
History •
Geography ,
Hygiene
Stanual training
Singing
Domestic Science(girls ) .
.
8
4
2
3
2
9
kJ
3*
4
3
3
2
9
3
3*
4
3
3
2
9
3
3*
4
3
3
2
1*
2
2
2
2
1*
1
1
1*
1
1
1
1
1*
1
1*
1
1*
1*
1
9
3
3*
3
3
3
4
4
1*
1*
11
52
21
12*
17
18
18
4
16
8
2
8
Total hours -oer week 31 31 34 34 36 35 201
Required
Optional
30
1
30
4
30 30 180
21
Optional *
(**) Bulletin of tne Ministry of Education. Course of Study for
Secondary Schools, 1931, p. 77.
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15) Physical education:- Hie time devoted to physical education is
determined by the faculty of each school, ana is distributed throughout
all the days of the week, after consideration of the conditions of the
climate, of the district in which the school is located, and of the
school life as a whole.
The actual teaching period is from 40 to 45 minutes, consequently 4
it is possible to teach the daily required work in the school during
the 4 to 4§- complete morning hours, and thus the afternoons may he leftt
free for optional work in the school, and for development of the
gymnastic, artistic, and extra-curricular school life in general. Ihe
complete adaptation and organization of these afternoons of free work
is left to the teaching staff of eacn school, and that because it is a
matter depending upon the local conditions and the means of each school
although the thirty-hcur week is basic, this number is exceeded because
of periods for physical training, music, and elective studies, so that
in the middle and upper stages, the average program requires thirty-six
hours
.
x ractical Lyceum:— This school gives a six-year course to pupils
who enter it after passing an entrsnce examination similar to that re-
quired for entrance to the gymnasium. The purpose of the Practical
Lyceum, apart from the general aim of secondary education, is "to
cultivate, by means of thorough mathematical training and independent
work in the pure ana applied sciences, the habit of functional thinking
and of scientifically observing culture as a whole." By serving this
aim, the Practical Lyceum prepares students to enter the polytechnical
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school or the departments of physics, mathematics, or medicine, in the
university.
Zhe courses taught in the first two grades of this school are the
same as those taught in the first two grades of the gymnasium, and
senigymnas iura, (see page 45), in order to facilitate the transfer of
pupils from the one type of school to the other, if they should so
desire after successfully completing the second graue, and to furnish
all pupils with a cora-ion "background of general education, whether or
nor they intend to continue their stuuies.
In the four upper grades of the Practical Lyceum, most of the
program is devoted to mathematics and science. Because the aim of thi
school is quite limited, it is not as popular as the gymnasium, and
consequently, the number of this type of school is considerably small.
Only 13 Practical Lyceums exist at the present throught Greece, with a
total enrollment of 2214 pupils.
Tuition Fees :— Pees are charged at the rate of 120 drachmas
[$1*55] a year for the pupils of the two first classes of secondary
schools, and 255 drachmas ($3*30] for tne pupils of the last four
classes. Partial remission of fees is granted to pupils from large
families, if there are other members of the families who are attending
some state institutions at the same time. Any pupils of ability who
lack resources, are exempt from payment of fees. Besides that, tne
State, the School Treasuries, and benevolent educational societies hav|
set aside funds for educational assistance, so that gifted chiluren of
the poor find the road to the university open to them, regardless of
i
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their financial status. As a consequence of this measure, a democratic
interpretation of secondary education has replaced its former aristo-
cratic character, secondary education is no longer the distinguishing
characteristic of a small privileged group, but a goal attainable to
all persons of ability throughout the nation.
The following table gives the number of secondary schools and the
student enrollment:
NUMBER OF SECONDARY SCHOOLS AND STUDENT ENROLLMENT
Type of school
Number of Schools Number of Pupils
Co-ed. Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total
Gymnasiums 120 24 9 153 36720 11255 47975
S erai gymna s iums 219 219 7062 953 8015
Practical lyceums 13 13 2060 154 2214
City-schools (girls) 16 16 1856 1856
Total 352 24 25 401 45842 14218 60060
The number of teachers employed in secondary schools is 2663.
Hote: The data of the above table was supplied by the Department of
Statistics of the 1 inistry of Education of Greece.
fi
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Secondary education for girls, it was recommended, should be given
in separate schools whenever possible, and should be differentiated
from that for boys in accordance with the differences in physical and
mental development of girls, the nature and the quality of their
abilities, ana the actual position of women in life cna the vocations.
In practice, owing to economic conditions, and to the considerably
small number of girls attending secondary schools, the majority of
schools are co-educational, although some separate schools for girls
are found, as is shown in tne above table. Attention is paid, however
to sex differences as f^r as possible, in the co-educational scnools.
rIhe humber of girls attending secondary schools, as contrasted
with boys, is comparatively small. The reasons for that are many, the
most important of which Ere: (a) the considerable difficulty with
which girls from small villages can leave their homes to pursue stuuies
in high schools; (b ) the lack of an adequate number of scnools serving
the special needs of girls, and (c) the narrowness of the employment
fiel^ for girls, because of the men's predominance in the occupations.
Activity Methods :— Zhe introduction of the principle of activity
is a notable reform in the secondary school programs. This reform,
following the World War, is designed to revive the general scholastic
spirit of J-reece. Intellectual training is no longer the exclusive
business of instruction, since it is now recognized that the acquiring
of knowledge of facts by means of experience through personal activity
is the best method in the training of the child anu the adolescent.
For the wide application of this valuable priacijjle of activity in the]
I
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schools, the principals, inspectors, and teachers of every subject are
held responsible. Consequently, they are uoing all in their power to
extend the application of activity methods in the instruction of all
"branches of study, such as conducting experiments in physics, chemistry,
natural history, and geography; motivating the collection of minerals,
insects, animals, flowers, fruits, and leaves; the cultivation of
school garuens; restoration of historical records; construction of
historical and geographical maps of the locality; building up of schoo!
museums; carrying on meteorological measurements anu observations, etc*
In addition, frequent excursions, systematically organised, etc., lead
the pupils to broaden and strengthen their own experience, and enable
them to solve various problems relate*, to the subject matter of their
course.
ochool Calendar ;— 3ie school year in secondary schools is nine
months in lengtn, with a three-month vacation in summer, from June 16
to -.eptember 15, inclusive. In addition, to this summer vacation
period, there is a two-week vacation in the winter, from December 24 t<
January 7, inclusive, and one week at Easter. Jhe schools are not in
session on a few religious holidays, which are scattered throughout th<
year. '2he school year is divided into three terms, each containing
three months. At the end of each term, examinations are conducted to
test the work covered in the term closing. School is in session from
8 to 12, and from 2 to 4 or 5 o'clock six days a week, with the excep-
tion of Ihursday afternoons, which ere free for extra-curricular
activi ties
.
*<
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The lesson periods are 45 minutes in length, v.i th ten minute
recesses between each period. During tiese short inter-period recess-
es the pupils go outdoors and play on the playgrounds, thus getting
recreation and relaxation between courses. At the some time, tht
class-rooms are thoroughly aired out.
This time-schedule can be modifier, to fit the con-iiti.,ns of any
particular school.
tendencies in ~econ r: Jducacioni— fn 1922, when a politic-l,
social, and economic democracy superceded the monarchical government,
an issue of cardinal importance was the need of a reform of the school
system to meet the demands of a changed and changing social order. Cf
course, it was not possible to effect this reform at once, owing to
the terrific drain on the Gr.-ei treasury by the million and a half
Greelc refugees. But ss soon as possible, the old aristocratic con-
ceptions upon which education had been built were, as far as possible,
abolished, and in their place was laid the foundation for a new type
of education, a foundation con osed of democratic conceptions, jo we
find that in C-reece today, a democratic interpretation of secondary
education has replaced to a great degree its former aristocratic
character, an secondary schools are a| last open to all pupils of
sufficient ability.
ITow a very consiuerable proportion of the pupils anu students
attending the secondary schools and universities in Greece is recruite .
from the lower classes of society; a Very large number of these pupils
are sons of laborers and ante11 lanunolders (or peasants); and as a
Boston University
School of Education"
Library
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result, persons attending the educational institutions providing
higher edaci tion an u uglifying for admission to leading positions in
the public life of the country include every stratum of the peo.le.
_hese schools afford an opportunity for the indiscriminate self-asser-
tion of talent; And indeed, every encouragement is given to talent
among persons of humble origin, in the form of scholarsnips , pecuniary
assistance, and exemption from payment of tuition fees.
V.'ith the reform, 'Jreece endeavored to chcnge the age limit for
attendance in public school from the previous limit of 12 years of age
to fourteen years of age, "but the attempt did not succeed completely
in these days of economy and retrenchment. Ehe endeavor to extend the
age of compulsory education led to the necessity of establishing
nundreds of new schools, ana of employing a vast army of new teachers
Unfortunately for Greece, this endeavor came at a periou of utter
impoverishment, not only of the country itself, but of the whole world
and therefore, its actual and complete fulfilment will be possible
only as soon as circumstances v. ill permit.
hile dreece is making every effort to extend the age limit of
school a .-.tendance, on the other hand it is trying hard to eliminate
the vast number of self-styled "intellectuals."
Before the reform, the education given in the secondary school
was oermeated by a pseudo-scientific, encyclopedic aridity, which
rendered sterile the soul of the pupil, and encumbered his minu with a
mass of unorgsnised theories and facts. Hundreds of pupils securing
diplomcs from the secondary school, _,ue to this psueuo-education which
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served only to give them a false iuea of their place in life, v.ere
augmenting the I ray of what might he called the educated proletarians.
'Jhe number of this type of secondary school aid university
student is already so abnormally large that the country is menaced
with the nightmare of a white-collar proletariat, which has been fitted
for something better and above manual labor, or common jobs, an<; which
consequently chooses a life of idleness rather than adapt themselves
to the life they find themselves in outside the school- room.
Jhis army has been augmented by the host of similarly minded
"intellectuals" expelled from ~sia I!inor and Eastern 2hrace, and
driven to take refuge in the mother country, As a natural consequence
the increase of the number of this proletariat increases competition
in the intellectual market, and only a small proportion of these
holuers of diplomas are in a position to obtain work in keeping with
their intellectual training.
So we find that many of these intellectuals remain unemployed.
I'ot finding v.ork corresponding to their qualifications, they prefer to
stay idle than to undertake humiliating jobs, and that because they are
unfitted to enter upon any practical vocation on account of their
education not having been of a practical nature, and thus causing them
to feel that they are "too good" to work with their hands. How is it
possible for a person wearing a white collar to cuange it for the over-
all? x ersons well-acquainted with the philosophy of oocrates, ilato,
x.ristotle, Kant, ^pinoza, etc. feel that they ;~re not destineu for
manual labor, jucn persons, because they cannot find work commensurate
*3
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with their intellectual training, follow the mode of living of their
ancestor, Socrates, with the alarming difference that they, instead of
teaching their listeners what virtue, malice, good, or evil is, and to
obey the laws of the state as Socrates diu, in their ai scon tent, spread
revolutionary ideas, ana try, "by radical demagogy, to sweep the nation
toward final annihilation. 3y offering only a classic education to the
masses, Greece has only succeeded in reducing the number of persons
qualified to do her manual labor, while the economic, political, and
national needs of the country urgently demand schools that offer
various types of education, which will equip the students to fit into
the nee .s of rural life, commerce, industry, and applied art.
Fortunately, the present I.inister of Education, I'.r, &• rapandreou
is talcing drastic steps to ward off the growth in the number of
intellectual workers and office seekers by the conversion of many
class ical gymnasiums into practical and agricultural schools, (see
page 59
) ,
and by the elimination of the number of students entering
seconuary school and the university. '2o insure this needed elimination,
the standards of the entrance examinations to these institutions have
been raised, and likewise, the re iuirements within the institutions
have been made more rigid, so that there is no longer any place in
them for the mediocre, or for those simply seeking diplomas. Eow the
Greek chiluren are to be given an industrial, commercial, and agri-
cultural preparation, to fit them for carrying on an efficient nation-
al struggle for existence. Far from discouraging education, the
scholastic energies of the creeks are merely being turned into other
•c
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and more appropriate avenues.
The following table shows the results of this endeavor to
eliminate an over-amount of classicism:
DECHBASE OF SECONDABY SCHOOL PUPILS LWD UNIVEIiSITY STUDENTS
Iear 1925 1928 1931 decrease
No. of pupils of sec. schools 90179 60060 30119
No. of students of ^.thens Unv. 10194 7964 5283 4911
This decrease is not due alone to the special endeavor of the
state, hut is partly due to the economic conditions in the country.
Note: The data of the above table was supplied "by the
department of Statistics of the Ministry of Education of Greece.
1 #
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TOCATIOHAL RJUCAi'ION
Vocational education is one of the first needs of modern times,
and a type which, until recently, was the least provided for in Greece.
Instead of training the mass of the population to "become skillful
producers in the field of agriculture, industry, and commerce, Greece
had made only an effort to turn out of the middle and upper classes,
men of letters, while the rest of the people were left, one might say,
to God's mercy, and to their personal initiative.
2here are some reasons why such a policy was somehow justified,
-he soil of much of continental and insular ore-war Greece is so rocky
and mountainous that only one-fifth of it is arable. Such a soil was
not conducive to a significant scientific agricultural development,
which would demand the establishment of special schools.
The relative lack of good roads and means of communication hinder-
ed the progress of commerce, and if Greece had not had the divine gift
of vast sea- roads, then there would be an entire lack of commercial
schools, which would not be perceptible at all, since no need for them
would exist.
Lastly, the scarcity of subterranean wealth, and raw materials
did not encourage the existence of an industry worthy of its name, and
consequently the foundation of industrial schools.
Now, while I am writing the situation is very different. Jhe
annexation of Macedonia and '.Thrace, with their fertile plains, has
-c
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given a granary to the state. Jhe drainage operations on lakes and
swamps and the taming of obstreperous rivers, v;hich is now talcing place
as a result of the endeavor of the Greek; Government to make the country
self-supporting, will give over to cultivation, thousands of acres of
arable land, and open up vast prospects of agri cultural development.
An ambitious good-roads movement is nov, well under way throughout
the country, and new harbor works are in progress, while the chimneys
of various factories are being multiplied in the process of the time,
.hat dreece did not do during a century of independent life, she is
doing in a short time now. According to the latest report, tne Befuge
Settlement Commission, established in 1923, has built nearly half a
million houses on land provided by the Greek government, has spent
about ,'80,000,000 to establish in agriculture and in inaustry, Greeks
obliged to leave other countries as a result of the wars and subsequent
treaties.
All this amazing progress has been due pi rtly to the inexhaustible
vitality of the Greek race, and partly to the desperate economic crisis
which tortures the world, and which has forced Greece to try hard in
order to Sake herself self-supporting, and give, at the same time, work
to the unemployed.
Such a progress in the field of agriculture, in jus try, camerce,
and trade, naturally asks for more and better vocational education.
Since this demand has met with general recognition, efforts are being
made to establish a systematic organization of vocational schools.
•c
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ASElCnt'TUBAL 3DUC..JI0N
Ihe state is actively interested in arousing an interest in agri-
culture as an assured source of we £ 1th which will soon bring speedy
returns, ana tnerefore, is not sparing any ez;jense to insure the
desired success. Af a consequence of this aroused interest, a whole
scheme of agricultural education has "been established, under the con-
trol of tne Ministry of Agriculture.
Reference has already been made to the introduction of gardening
in the elementary schools, a thing which, aside from its great educa-
tional value, la aimin: to make children indirectly interested in
agriculture. -'his is the preliminary step of the whole system of
agricultural education, which, consists of Sunday-Agricultural, lower,
middle, and, higher agricultural schools.
Sunday Agricultural Schools;— Greece is paying millions of
dollars every year to buy from foreign countries vast quantities of
cereals, and other agricultural products needeu. for the maintenance of
her people. But while the economic situ- lion of the world was good,
the state could easily secure the money needed for the purchase of
wheat, by selling the surplus of its products to foreign markets . F.or.
condition^ are uifferent; the Greek products do not any longer find
ready customers, and Greece spends more money for her preservation than
she earns. Ihis procedure is very dangerous, and is the sure road to
bankruptcy, the ohan torn of which forced tne ""rreelc government to taice
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assiduous steps to avoid it. The only solution was the extortion from
the Greek soil, with the assistance of the science of agriculture, pro
duce sufficient in amount to provide food for the nation.
For the success of this endeavor, skillful fanners are wanted,
urgently, and so, to provide herself with such, Greece established
Sunday Agricultural schools, in compliance with law 3600, of 1927.
These schools give a two-year practical course in agriculture and
horticulture to the farmers or their sons who wish to "be prepared in
short ti!?e to take better charge of their farms. The schools are in
session only on Sundays or other religious holidays, from two to six
p.m., when the farmers can feel free to attend. 'They give instruction
both theoretical and practical, in every phase of rural and agricultur-
al life, of value to the farmer.
The following subjects are dealt with: (1) general and special
farming; (2) fertilizers and manures; (3) agricultural machinery; (4)
horticulture; (5) fruit trees; (6) zoo technics, and (7) elements of
Agricultural 3conomy and legislation.
At present there are four hundred Sunday Agricultural schools in
Greece, ani their number is increasing as rapidly as properly quali-
fied teschers are to be secured.
The instruction in the above-mentioned courses is given by the
elementary school teachers, of the village in which the Sunday Agri-
cultural school is located, who are specially prepared for this purpos
in the Agricultural Seminaries.
Agricultural Semina ries :— These institutions, with a one year
<
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course, aim to prepare elementary school teachers to give instruction
in agriculture in the -junday Agricultural schools. Elementary school
teachers in service, assigned by the Minister of Education, leave their
schools for a year, and attend the agricultural Seminaries, receiving
their full salaries while attending. At the end of the year, they take
leaving examinations, and receive a certificate entitling them to teach
agriculture in the Sunday Agricultural schools, for which they receive
additional pay. -Tie work of the Seminaries is uone both in the class-
rooms an- on the land.
2ht subjects of study and the vveecly time schedule of the
Agricultural Seminaries appear in the following table:
(See the following page for table)
•
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SUBJECTS OF STUDY AND T1MB-SCiHEDULE OF IgE AGPJCULTTOAL
SMnrAEiBfl (*)
Subjects
Agriculture (general and special)
Zoo technics and poultrj fearing
Arborcculture, horticulture, floriculture
Viticulture
Agricultural entomology and pathology....
Agricultural industry
,
^griclutural economy and accounting....,
Elements of political economy ,
Agricultural mechanics ,
Beehives and sills-worm culture ,
Elements of veterinary and hygiene
Jotal hours Der weelc
Che-
ery
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
16
Prac-
tice
3
2
3
1
1
2
14
Total
5
4
5
2
2
4
2
1
2
2
1
30
There are, at present, six Agricultural Seminaries in Greece,
located in the cities where there are higher agricultural schools, and
that because the teachers of these schools are also teaching in the
(*) Bulletin of the Ministry of agriculture, Agricultural Seminaries,
1931, p. 4.
c
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seminaries, and also because of the existence of perfect experimental
agricultural stations.
Lov.er Agricultural schools ;— Boys over 12, who have completed
the elementary school, are admitted to these schools, which specialize,
according to their location, in agricultural machinery, dairy and
pasture lands, farm operations, anu fruit industries.
ihe courses last two years, and the graduates are given certifi-
cates as skillful farmers.
2here have been established 36 such schools, with a tendency of an
increase in their number.
"iddle Agricultural Schools ;— 'xhere are three agricultural
scnools of secondary level, one at Larissa, one at Patras, and one in
Crete, Pney are co::ibination aay and boarding schools. u3ie boarding
students are charged 1500 drachmas a semester, which covers the cost of
their tuition and board and lodging. 2he day students attend free of
cha rge
.
Students who have completed four years of gymnasium or practical
lyceum, are admitted to these schools. Ihe instruction is both theoreti-
cal and practical, on the administration of combined agricultural and
live-stock establishments, emphasizing some central studies, determined
by local conditions, such as oenology and v.ine industries, olive-tree
culture, etc. Pnese schools have an area of several acres, where ex-
perimental and model agricultural stations nave been established for
practical instruction and demonstration of theory. 'Ihe courses last
three years, and the graduates are given diplomas as experts in the
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field of agriculture.
2he following- table shows the subjects of study, and the weekly
time schedule of the middle agricultural schools:
SUBJECTS OF STJJY AJTD x1 !" '3-SCHEDULE OF xHE MIDIIiB AGE I CUL TUBAL
SCHOOLS (*)
Subjects Year Year YearI II III
Semes ter I 2 1 2 1 2 Jotal
2 - 4
- - - - 5
General St special agriculture 2 2 2 _ 9
3 , - 5
Agricultural industry.... - 2 ... _ 2
Agricultural entomology & pathology - 2 2 4
-
-
- - - 2 2
- - 2 2 - 6
o 6
1 - 3
3 3
2 4
2 2 10
r (~\ | "I T~ T O 1j I / - Q. a Ml 1 +" Ml 1 £± n r\V\ f\WITTxuxiuiocix ~~ a^ri oui t^rci economy. »< 2 2 3 7
3 3
Elements of veterinary science ... r i 3
2 2 4
2
4
2 2 4
1 1
3 2 5
2 2
1 1
2 1 3
3
1 3
Fot&l hours per week 1 E 1 18 18 18 18 108
(*) Bulletin of the Ministry of Agjrl culture, 1931, Middle agricultural
Schools, p. 28.
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Higher agricultural schools:— Heading tiie system of agricultural
education, is the Highest .agricultural .school, located at Athens. Thi
school offers a four-year course. Graduates of gymnasiums, ^ractical-
lyceums, normal schools, and middle agricultural schools are admitted
to this institution, after passing an entrance examination.
This institution aims to prepare teachers of agriculture, officials
of the agricultural service of the state, and administrators of privatje
agricultural or live-stocic establishments, etc.
The instruction in this scnool is both theoretical and practical,
and for the accomplishment of the latter, a botanical garden, well-
equipped, and mouel stations of agriculture and stock-farming are
attached to the school.
The teaching staff of this institution is composed of twenty
professors and seven assistant-professors, with a total enrollment of
178 students in 1932.
Other agricultural schools ;— Before the annexation of Macedonia,
an .-mericen agricultural college had been established near Salonica,
in "acedonia, offering a valuable service to the agriculture of that
part of the country. This college is still in existence, contributing
very much to the solution of the agricultural problems of /reece.
Considerable assistance is given to the agrarian population of
3-reece by the agricultural supervisors (nomogeoponos ) , who are public
servants, having their headquarters in every district, (nemos ) . These
supervisors travel through their districts, and offer their services t|(>
the farmers, free of charge*
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agricultural education in Greece is given free, v.nile the orphans
among the students of certain agricultural schools are given free
board enu room in addition, (isee "Education of Orphans", page79).
<
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COMMERCIAL EDUCATION
Commercial education is directed "by the "inistry of ITational
lilconomy, and aroused considerable interest on the *rt of the state,
earlier than the other "branches of vocational education.
Commercial education is provided (1) in the Highest school of
Comnercial ana Economic Sciences; (2) in middle com :ercial schools,
and (?) in lower practical commercial scnools.
There are at present in Greece, 25 public aaad 16 private middle
commercial schools. The former are supported "by the state, "by enuou-
ment funds, local communities, and other sources; the letter are
"business enterprises, conducted "by individuals. .he .ixjlomas given bj
private schools are recognized as equivalent to those riven out by the
public com- ercisl schools, v.hen the standards of these schools justify
it.
There sre clso 12 practical commercial schools, supported by
commercial clubs, chambers of commerce, and clubs of merchant' s clerks
iljghes t School jf Commercial &ul I^conj.mic -cience s :— Standing at
the head of the svstem of commercial training is the Highest school ot
Commercial and Economic sciences, at Athens, an institution of univer-
sity level, requiring graduation from the gymnasium or its equivalent,
for entrance. This institution gives a three-year course, preparing
teachers of commercial subjects for service under the state, as well a,s
for various careers in business and banking. The total enrollment in
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1951 was 524.
r.'iddle SflBPfcCfli&l scnools : — 7nese schools give four-year courses
to "boys ana girls who have completed the work of tlie semigymnasium, or
of the first two grades of the gymnasium, and who have passed the
entrance examinations. In addition to the Commercial subjects, thete
schools include in their program, subjects of general education,
similar to those taught in the gymnasium.
'-he middle comrercirl schools prepare for service in business,
banks, co-operative businesses, and economic enterprises.
Lower practical commercial schools :— I!ost of these schools are
evening schools, offering a three-year course to boys anu girls who
have completed the work of the elementary school. -he subjects taught
are mostly a continuation of the regular elementary school curriculum,
but with specialization in bookkeeping and a few other allied subjects
The aim of these schools is to train salesmen ana store clerics.
Jhe following table shows the number and types of commercial
schools, the number of teachers, and the enrollment therein:
(refer to following page for table)
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AJSB 2flKOLLMj2NT UF CQSC3SRCIAL SCHOOLS
Type of com-
mercial school
wChOOlS Jeachers 1 upils A>tal
^oys Girls
Highest 1 21 500 24 524
Middle public 25 256 2141 789 2930
I.'iddle private 16 171 1654 128 1782
Lov.er practical 12 91 1540 273 1813
Total 54 539 5835 1214 7049
Sotei Zhe data of the above table was supplied "by the .Department of
Ccusaefeial -education of the Ministry of national Economy of Greece.
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While agricultural anJ commercial education are regale- ted by law,
technical eduction, with some exceiotions , is left to the initiative
of local and provincial authorities, and to private organizations. It
does not follow that the state is not interested in these institutions
its intervention in this field is shown in the considerable financial
support granted to schools of this type, that merit assistance.
Bach technical school has its own regulations, anu course of study,
adapted to the neeas of the locality.
Jhere are now several technical and industrial schools in ureece
preparing machinists, electricians, plumbers, railway engineers, tele-
graphers, captains of commercial ships, etc. 'Jhere are also schools
of needlework and embroidery, carpet-malting, handicraft, household arts,
drama, fine arts, journalism, interior decoration, etc.
Besides these various schools, there are evening classes in tech-
nical subjects, intended to give special supplementary training to
persons already actively engaged in industrial work;.
Much technical education is given the orphans at the dreek
orphanages, t&ee "Education of Orphans", p. 79).
| olv technic school :— At the head of all teclmical education in
civil and mechanical engineering, surveying, architecture, electro-
technics, and in technological chemistry stands the rolytec/mic
i
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Institute, at Athens. Ihis school, unlike the otner teciinical insti-
tutions, is supported and controlled wholly "by the state. Graduates
from the gymnasium, or practical lyceum, are qualified to take the
entrance examination for the polytechnic school, fhe course is a four-
year one, ana leads to a degree in the subject majored in. Both men
and women are admitted. She total enrollment in 1931 was 457.
The dreeic government, after having organized agricultural
education, is now ready to give an impetus to the fielu of technical
and in ustrial education. Jhe j.'reliminary work is already <_oen, and
the immediate establishment of several state technical schools in in-
dustrial and manufacturing centers, is now a matter of f^ct.
One of them, the -uperior school of urts ana Vocations of ^thens,
will open during the coming year, and will contain departments of
designing, sewing, tailoring, millinery, carpentry, mining, engraving,
sculpturing, pottery, embroidery, applied chemistry, etc.
i
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PRIVATE BBUCATIOH
-'he establishment of a private school in Greece either of element
ary or secondary grade, is contingent upon permission from the Ministry
of Education, and this permission is given only when the applicant is
qualified to undertake such an enterprise, and also when the building
which is to serve his purpose is suitable from all s tana points.
.till private schools, and especially those of elementary grade, are
required to follow the official syllabi and courses of study, ana to
devote to the teaching of each subject, the same number of hours a week:
as are prescribed for those subjects in the public institutions. Jhe
teachers of private schools just possess the prooer qualifications, ant.
are entitled to pensions from the state on the same terms as the public
school teachers.
Pupils desiring to be transferred from any grade in a private
school to a coreesponiing grade in a public school must pass examina-
tions in order to prove that they are well-prepared for tiie work of
that grade in the public school.
Every private school must keep the authorities informed periodic-
ally as to the attendance of pupils, and must be open to supervision
by the Inspector-Seneral of private education on such matters as
qualifications of teachers, condition of the school buildings, scnool
attendance, and quality of teaching.
I
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During the ten years of Y/ar, on account of the mobilization of
the public school teachers, and the use of many scxiool buildings for
military purposes, the public schools were overerouted, ana the v.ork
done was relatively inferior. As a natural consequence of that condi-
tion, all parents who coula afford it, sent their children to private
schools. Jhis factor immensely increased the number of private schools,
-here are at present, in ^reece, 3£6 private schools, compared with
35 in 1915; 90 are of secondary school level, and 236 are elementary
schools. Among them, 42 are Irench schools, conducted by .trench priests,
and a few are sectarian, such as Roman Catholic ana xj rotestant.
Jffow the enrollment of private schools is becoming less and less,
rhe reason for that is the low fees asked in the public schools, ana
their remarkable improvement in all respects. In the case of private
schools of elementary level, conducted by foreigners, the decrease in
enrollment was very great in 1930, when the Greek government passed a
decree forbidding Greek children under the age of twelve to attend
private schools conaucted by foreigners.
ih.e Greek government considered this decree a necessary expedient
owing to the religious propaganda which was being promulgated in these
schools by the priests in charge of these schools.
xhis cannot be interpreted as intolerance on the part of the Greek
government, if we recall that the Greek orthodox religion and national-
ism are so closely related. In fact, we must remember that during the
period when the Greeks were in slavery under the Moslem xur^s, it was
the Greek Orthodox priests in their monasteries who fostered and ^cept
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alive the feeble spark of ^ree.c culture, anu education^ ana that it
was largely through their efforts in feeding and fanning this spark
that it became the purging fire of the enslaved Greeks, enabling them
once again to re-kindle their national spirit.
Conscious of their debt to the national religion, the Greek
government is ever watchful to repulse and check any infringement of
foreign dogmas, which can so easily be cloaked in the non-orthodox
religious teachings, and which would tend to break down the dearly
established spirit of Greek nationalism.
Mention must be made of the four ^.mericen schools existing in
Greece, whose valuable contribution to Greex education is highly
esteemed. Che American College for Girls at Old .haleron, the Greek-
-jnerican College at Athens, ana two American Colleges in oalonica,
offer secondary education, and also commercial ana vocational subject,
.hese American schools, Tsith the exception of Athens College, were
formerly in Jurkey, but established themselves in Greece, wnen conaiti
in Jurkey became unfavorable to the continuance of their work.
ons
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A3UL2 EEUCAtlOlI
i-dult education, on a voluntary "basis, is provided in both day
schools, and night schools, which have been established mainly by
private educational organizations, which are assisted financially "by
the communities.
She Macedonian Laucational Society can priue itself on the fact
that it contributes very much in the field or adult education, by
maintsining in the annexed provinces, aid especially in Macedonia,
numerous night schools for adults. In this section of Sreece, the
purposeful neglect of education, "by tne Surks, has left a large amount
of illiteracy "behind it among the peasant masses.
Besides the Macedonian Educational Society, there are the rarnasus
Society, and numerous other smaller societies supporting part-time or
night schools for adults, which schools offer education fitting the
individual to be a more widely and more richly equipped man, and a
better citizen. Jhe individual teachers who are voluntarily conduct-
ing elementary scnools for adults in tne late afternoon hours are not
scarce in Jreece.
..part from societies devoted to the cause of adult euucation,
tnere are also institutions serving other ends as well and incident-
ally contiibuting to adult education. Such are the 2f.M«0.A., the
Y. ,.'.C.x--. , the Lyceum of Oree* Ladies, the American Lear Last Relief,
and many other vocational institutions.
Vw
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-nother type of adult education, which gets attention from tne
Greek government and other authorities, is that of the library. I'here
is now a marked development in the increased provision of libraries by
the state and the communities, for the spreauing ana promoting of
popular knowledge. ~lso, almost all the schools of Greece are provid-
ed with their own libraries. -'here is in Greece, the Society of Use-
ful Books, the aim of which is to publish useful books anci offer them
at very low prices, to the public, ihe contribution of this society
to the adult education is of* great value.
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:-2VIGAL AND SOCIAL WELFAKS
The department of school hygiene of the I'inistry of iSuucation,
the Ministry of Hygiene, the Junior Bed Cross of Greece, and the ^oiti-
tuberculosis Association, have combined their efforts for the safe-
guarding of the children's health, and the results already obtained
from their combined efforts have been very beneficial.
The hygienic conditions within the schools, ana the nealth of the
pupils are looked after by school physicians, who give ell the children
a thorough health examination at least tv.ice a year. Besides that,
lessons in hygiene are given in the schools by the teachers, and by the
school physicians, on problems of hygiene, and many pamphlets on health
and sanitation are uistributed among the pupils and their parents. Jo
further promote this work, hygiene posters are freely used in most of
the schools. Since 1915, school clinics have been in operation in the
most important cities of Greece, where more than 140,000 chiluren have
been treated, up to the present time.
The private houses which had been serving as school buildings and
which had been a menace to the pupils' health are no longer used for
school purooses. Lew school builaings have been built, (see page 25),
in accord ince with the most advanced hygienic theories, with big, lignt,
airy, classrooms, wide ana light corridors, and comfortable school
desks, sunny an., sheltered playgrounds, etc.
Of late years, all these, ana other hygienic condition? have
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received, and continue to receive, serious consideration.
school "baths :— The valuable contribution of shower-baths to the
maintenance of health gave an r pulse for the equipping of the scnool-
buildings with such accomodo tions for the use of the pupils. AJt the
present, only a few school-buildings have been so equipped, whereby
the pupils can obtain cold or warm showers after their physical
education periods.
summer colonies :-- In recent years, benevolent societies hi ve been
established., whose sole aim is to raise funds from various sources in
order to send uesk and mal-nourished, neeay children of cities to
selected summer resorts for a month or more. There, the fresh air,
the abundant nourishing food, and the out-door games, improve the
children's health very much, besides this advantage, the summer
colonies exercise upon the children's character a considerable influence.
The sense of -uty, order, mutual understanding, and aid, becomes more
deep. iOid the educational contribution of tne summer colonies is
equally great, because they afford tne pupils an opportunity to acquire
knowledge by themselves, and awake a general interest in the phenomena
of nature.
Apart from the summer colonies, there exist also a few permanent
school colonies, mere sick children are sent to be cured. The
practice of camping, too, has been wiaely extended among the Greek
children, and because most of them oo not take any paid work during
the summer vacation, they usually spend a part of their vacation in
summer camps. The ocout troops take the lead in open-air life.
%
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Education of Orphans:— The ten ye^rs of war ana the ^sia Minor
catastrophe in 1922, created thousands of orphans, whom the state was
obliged to support and educate. Jo the many other big problems which
Greece had to face at that time, this very difficult one was adued, anc
the solution of it was most urgent.
Again the considerably poor but generous G-reek people were asked
to contribute freely to assist the government in its endeavor to estab-
lish institutions for orphans, i'rom local taxations on tobacco, tag-
days, ana donations from individuals and societies, the almost immedial
establishment and maintenance of 48 national orphanages and boarding
houses became possible, where 10,250 innocent victims of the war found
paternal c&re and education.
There are at present 39 orphanages and boarding houses, 28 for
boys, and 11 for girls in which 2270 boys, ana 987 girls are living.
The work done in those institutions is excellent. In each of
them six years of elementary work is given, followea by one to three
years of practical education, b^th vocational and technical, but mainlj
practical agriculture on farms, which belong to txiese institutions.
The brighter of the orphans are assisted to pursue courses in
normal schools, and the University, while the otners are furnished wi tl
a general education anu. vocational training which enable them fo find
a gooa job after leaving the orphanage.
The professional courses offered to the orphans -re the folliwing
(Uee following page for list)
:e
•
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To Boys
choe-making
Tailoring
Woo d-engrav ing
Joinery
Upholstery
31ack-smi thing
Book-binding
Interior decoration
Agri cul ture
To Girls
^broidery
I'illinery
Tailoring
Knitting
Garoet-raaking
Handicraft
Lace-making
Agri culture
Weaving
Extra-curricular activities, such as student orchestras, athletic
and dramatic clubs, and scout troops, have been organized in the
orphanages, offering recreation to the orphans during- their leisure
time.
In the summer- time, the orphans are taken care of in summer-camps
erected especially for this purpose.
The successful solution of the problem of the thousands of Gree.:
orphans depends very much upon the valuable assistance of the American
"ear East Relief. (K.E. R. ) Care, shelter and assistance have been
given to 18,263 orphan children by the N.E.R. in its big orphanages
established in Greece. The gratitude of the succored orphans and of
the Greek people will be eternal for that fine organisation.
-•
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Schools for defective children;— Defective chilaren are instructed
in special institutions, where they have "board and lodging free of cost.
These institutions were established and are supported mainly from
donations of public "benefactors, while the state subsidizes in case of
need. -here are now in Athens one school for children who are deaf-
mutes, one for the blind, and one for the feeble-minded. Besides these
there are two asylums for delinquent children, the Lenadceon, arid the
iSmpirikion, established by the great philanthropists of Greece, "r.
Bena.ces, ana Mr. i^npiriicos. Jhere is also the Averofion reformatory
for juvenile offenuers, established by Kr« xiverof, and a few other
similar institutions.
rhys ical education * rhysic;-l education is a compulsory subject in
all schools, and in the secondary schools, it is entrusted to special-
ists, while in the primary schools it is looked after by the regular
te" chers. Ample playgrounds and gymnasiums attached to the school
buildings are available for physical training, where suitable exercises
outdoor games, and athletic activities in general form a powerful means
of counteracting the harmful effects of the sedentary work in school,
and the injurious, one-sided intellectual strain, as well as the effects
of an unhealthy mode of life.
Jeachers of ploys ical training are prepared in the Institute of
Physical Education, located in Athens, which is open to graduates of
secondary schools, or to those who hola a teacher's diploma. Jhe
institute provides separate courses for men and women; the length of
the course is two ./ears. Jne work of the course, wnich is both theore
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tical anu practical, includes the following subjects
j
Human anatomy anu physiology
r.Techanism and physiology of exercise
Educational gymnastics
Orthopedics, massage, and therapeutics
3chool-gamec, ana aesthetic dancing
Fencing
Scouting
Bowing anu swimming
Military training and targe t-prace ice
History of physical education
Hygiene
""usic
Besides this institution, there is a similar military institution
in Athens, having the aim to train officers of the army to be teachers
of physical education to the soldiers. I.'ention must he maue here that
all the Greek "boys who hcvt reached the age of twenty must serve in zh(
army or the navy for a period of sixteen r:.onths. IP those toys who
attend higher schools, permission is granted to postpone the military
service until after finishing their Btudies. -nysical training occup-
ies a prominent place in the army life, and therefore justifies the
existence of such an institution.
Among other factors in the awakening of a new spirit in physical
education, may he cited the example shown "by the Lyiceion of Hellenidon,
a society of Career, la.ies, which has revived the ancient Gireex. dances.
m<*
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These dances are {riven "by the young "boys enu girls of Athene on many
occasion?, in the Stadium of Athens, and in other pieces. (See picture
on page. 84 ) •
To conclude, it is easy to see that the field of T'euical and
Social "'elfare is receiving great consideration and increasing attention
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MiCHjBS
Traininc of eLeTnentary .s.r.hnfi'l teachers:— Teachers for the elemen
ary schools are trained in normal schools, giving a -five-year course.
Admission to the normal school is fcased on either trie completion of th<
getnigyiflnasi'tim, the city school for girls, or of the first tv.o years of
the gymnasium, and the candidates for admission must pass an entrance
examination, and generally, a medical examination.
The work of the first three years is aevoted to an extension of
general education, \7hile in the last tv.o years, higher academic subjec
are given, and in conjunction, a good type of professional training,
with an emphasis on general and special methods of teaching. This won
is conducted in connecti )ii with school visitations and praetioerteach-
ing "by the students.
During the fourth year, the work consists of visitations to
elementary schools, where directed observation of the work of experien<
ed teachers takes place, of simple analysis of lessons, and of occasioi
al short teaching assignments. T.'ost of the last year is uevoted to
teaching-practice "by the students in the practice-school, which is
attached to the normal school. One hour every week is spent in the
discussion and criticism of the practice lessons "by the students, undej
the guidance and council of the professor of education in the normal
school.
The methods of instruction in the normal school itself are
s
i
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educative, as they do not ai'i to impart only the knov.ledge needed by
the future teachers, but to a rouse at the same time, the initiative of
• the students, to develop the spirit of observation and reflection, and
to include practical application*
Ihe following table rives the program of s tuuies
,
ana time
schedule in hours oer v.eek for normal schools
:
rxlOCijKAM Or JxUJLcjO AUJU x EME-SCEBIIOIE III STOMAL SCHOOLS (*)
Subjects I II II 17 Votal
Religion 2 2 2 1 1 8
Ancient and modem Greek 9 8 7 6 6 36
Trench 3 2 2 2 2 11
^ -i . i i ux -ii i x x on ^ M i/iuiioi / 2 2 2 2 2 10
History 2 2 2 2 8
Geography 2 g 4
Mathematics 2 2 2 2 8
Biology 2 2 2 2 8
-hysics 1 2 1 1 5
Chemistry 2 2
General and Child _ sy. 2 p 4
General and special T'eth. 4 12 16
General education o 3
History of education 2 2
Hygiene 1 1 ofi
Agri. end animsl husbandry 2 2 2 1 7
PI one economics 1 1 2
Drawing 2 2 2 2 lb 9i
r'anual training 2 2 2 2 l| ft
physical education 3 3 3 3 3 15
Tocl.1 and instrumental music 4 4 3 3 2 16
leaching Practice 1 1
Jotal 36 37 38 38 38 187
(*) Bulletin of the "inistry of Education, Course of S tudy for
formal Schools, 1922, p. 32.
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r-t the end of the fifth year, the students, on passing a final
examination, receive a diploma certifying their fitness to teach in an
elementary school.
The normal schools charge no tuition, but students must purcht.se
their books anu other supplies.
-here are now in Greece, 19 normal schools, with an enrollment of
3196, of v.hich number, 2362 are "boys, and 835 are girls.
I^enuiremen ts for teachers in seconda ry schools ;— JTo one may re-
ceive a permanent appointment as teacher in any secondary school who
has not attended a university for at least four years, and passed the
examinations conducted by the M inistry of Education.
ihe departments of the Greek Universities whicn prer^are teacners
for the various subjects of secondary schools are the following:
(1) Department of religion, preparing teachers of religion.
(2) Department of philosophy, for teachers of the classics, moaem
Greek, and nistory.
(3) Department of mathematics, for teachers of mathematics.
(4) Department of physics, for teachers of ohysics ana the natural
sciences
.
All students of any of the above mentioned departments must take,
in addition to their special subjects, courses in the departments of
philosophy, courses in professional subjects, such as general and
educational psychology; logic; and theory of education.
Secondary school teacners of modern languages and skill subjects
must be graduates of special, institutions of University level.
i
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She graduates of a university ana of other institutions who wish
to be appointed as teachers in secondary schools, must pass a special
examination, conducted by the Ministry of Education, .Jhe aim of the
examination is to show whether or not the candidate is familiar with
the theory of education and instruction, and sufficiently prepared in
the practice of his profession so that he can be recognizeu as eligibly
for appointment in secondary schools.
Improvement of teacners in s ervi ce
:
— For the improvement of
elementary school teachers in service, the University of .-.thens gives
a two-year post-graduate course, i^very year, about forty from among
the ablest of the elementary school teachers are sent to attend this
course, by the Ministry of Jduc^^ion, with pay and a grant for travel-
ling expenses, lodern methods, child psychology, theory of euucation,
history of philosophy, biology, hygiene, and other subjects r.re taught
Jhos teachers who complete the course are eligible for the position of
principals or inspectors of elementary schools.
Normal school of secondary educat ion:— fhis institution located
in Athens, give a one-year post-graduate course for secondary-school
teacners in service. She course is attended every year by fifty
teachers, who are granted leave of absence with pay, by the Ministry of
dlducc' ,.ion.
Jhe subjects taught in this institution are: educational psycnolo
gy, general and special methods, educational philosophy, history of
education, elements of political economy, and hygiene.
A model gymnasium and practical lyceum, whose faculties are com-
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posed of selected teachers, are attacheu to the institution for the
observation of teaching-practice of the stuoents. During the year of
attendance, the students are required to observe for at least 200 hour£,
must give at least 20 practical lessons, which are criticized by ap-
propriate teachers in the model schools, ana must participate in the
discussions of educational problems, generally conducted unaer the
direction of the professor in education of the school. At the end of
the year a degree is granted to those of the students who have fulfill
ed all the requirements of the school, and who have passed successfully
the final examination. The scientific elaboration of a thesis on ap-
proved subjects is among the requirements.
The present tendency is to increase the length of the course to
two years.
To promote educational progress, the government is also sending a
number of teachers each year to pedagogical institutes, fu&d other pro-
fessional institutions in Europe ana in the United States, to directly
study recent educational aevelopments.
The training of teacners in service is also improved by a variety
of informal and formal agencies, such as educational periodicals and
various publications of the Ministry of Education, professional libra-
ries existing in each school, montnly conferences of the faculty of
each school, annual district conferences, country conferences, attenu-
ed by delegates from the district conferences, etc. fhese conferences
discuss problems announced in advance, and the most important question;
[
relating to education.
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appointment of teachers :— 2eachers who wish to teach in element-
ary schools are recom ended by the Local Boards of Education, to the
Ministry of Education for ap ointment to vacant positions.
Secondary school teachers must apply for appointment directly to
the Central Board of Education, (see page 16 ).
teaching load ;— Elementary, as well as secondary school tescners
anu principals are required to give a definite number of periods of
instruction each wife, and in addition, to be responsible for super-
vision during recess, participation in conferences and excursions,
relations with parents, and, in the case of principals,—administrative
matters.
2he teaching load is at present fixed, as follows:
TEACHING LOAD AND JISTEIBJJION
Principals of large sec. schools
Principals of small sec. schools
Senior teachers of sec. schools
Junior teachers of sec. schools
Principals of elementary schools
teachers of elementary schools
10 perioas a week
14 periods a week
18 periods a week
24 periods a week
20 perioas a week
50 p€ riods a week
Occasionally, anu as a temporary measure, these figures may be in-
creased, as for substitute work in cases of illness or absence on leave
of some member of the faculty.
Salaries of teachers:— Inere is a uniform scale of salaries for
•1
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all the public servants of the state, with eleven steps, uiviaeu into
two grades, accoring to preparation.
As for the teachers, those who are graduates of the higher insti-
tutions fall in the first grade, while the graduates of nomcl schools
only, foil in the second grade.
Elementary school teachers can attain the salaries of the first
grade only by adding to their professional educational training, a
sufficient amount of courses in the University to entitle them to a
university degree.
In a sense, this is an injustice to them, for many able teachers
give long years of efficient service with no hope of advancement into
the highest steps of the scale, unless they fulfill the above require-
ments.
On the other hand, it is good for the elementary school field,
for if it were allowed to elementary school teachers of ability to
leave the elementary schools, and advance to the secondary schools,
then only less experienced or inferior teachers would remain in the
elementary schools.
'2he following table gives the monthly salaries of teachers, which
correspond with the grading of other officials in the civic service:
(oee next page for table)
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JIT £ "X'l'THLY SALi-i.ISJ J-It-JI
Steps Amount
Second grade
.'riter B* 1400\
riter A* 1640 \
xittend snt 1830 \
Secretary B 1
>-lementary sch. teacixers
2480 /
Secretary A' 2080 /
Sugges ter 32 C 0V^
First grad\
Head of department B' 37.'.0 \
Head of de artment 4600 \
Director 3 1
Secondary sch. teachers
5150 /
director 5700 /
Legal ^.'.ivisor 6250/
This amount is increased "by from 5 to 20 per cent, depending upon
years of service. Hie yet rs of service are talcen into account in
determining salaries, £ o that teachers advance a step on the scale for
• every five years of good service. 'Teachers who are excellent in their
profession may "be promote^ to the next higher step "before completing
the five years of service. -ro-:otion to a princijjal-sLip is acconrpani-
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ed "by advancement of one or two steps, and only teachers of ^reat
ability are promoted to principal ships.
Teachers in public schools hove the rijht to free meaical service
and medicines, to sn amount of monay not exceeding their monthly salsr^f,
end in case of death, are "buried at public expense.
Pens ions :— A. deduction of 7-|- per cent of each month's salary is
made for the pension fund. The pension is ^ranted after 25 years of
service, and on reaching 60 years of age. -he allowance is 55 x^er
cent of the s.l<r ry received during the last year of service, end rises
after 30 years of service to 75 per cent. In case of incurable cisess |
contracted in service, a disability allowance of 75 to 90 ^er cent of
the salary is paid after five yesrs of service. In case of death, the
widow is entitled to one half of the pension (35 per cent of salary
after 5 yei rs of service |, and each chilci (if any) to one-sixth, with
a maximum of one half for all children until they reach the age of
nineteen.
Besides the pension, provision was made in 1925, for a national
system of insursnce, compulsory for all school teachers. J.ccordin^ to
this provision, a deduction of 3 per cent from the salary is made for
the insur&nce fund, ana every te :-cner receives, wnen he retires, a pay>
ment in cash besides his pension, the total amount depending upon the
length of service, and the salary of the last year.
In ado it ion to these above pension provisions, there is a Go-opera-
tive i'rus t .'reasury, supervised and particlly controlled by the state,
to which teachers must pay 2 per cent of their monthly salary. This
•
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Co-oper2tive Trust Treasury invests the teachers' money in sound enter
prises, an. at the time of a teacher's retirement, he receives monthly
payments according to the years of service ana the salary of his last
yetr.
Tenure and status of teachers:— The rights and duties of teacher!
have been defined by law. livery teacher, is appointed to a vacancy by
a decree, and must take an oath promising loyalty to the state, obed-
ience to the law, ana conscientious fulfillment of profeesional duties
Once appointed a teacher, he may continue in service until he is 60
years of age, unless he is dismissed from service for any of the folio 1 ;
ing reasons:
(1) If he abandons, wilfully and without due csuse, his position, for
more than ten days.
(2) For inefficiency, which must be proved.
(o) If, after being transferred, he uoes not assume his new position
within 20 days.
(4) If he is disciplined twice in the same year.
(5) For immoral conduct.
(6) If he is punished by a court, in such a iegree as to deprive him
of politic 1 ri:hts.
(7) If, on account of mental or physical disability, he is unable to
continue in service.
A woman teacher is not dismissed upon marriage, but may continue
her work indefinitely.
There is a ^tate Board of Appeals to which any teacher who feels
•
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himself unjustly treated, may rer)air for redress of grievances.
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U*TI7i2?uj I JY EDUCATION
Inere are in Greece two agencies for the highest type of culture,
the National University of Athens, founded in 1*837, and the Jhiversity
of Salcnica, established in 1926. She National jhiversity of Athens,
now in existence for 95 years, is an institution highly respected for
its fine work; and for its valuable contribution to the progress of the
Greek state, since it creates legislator::, publicists, ana men of letters,
who act as leaders of the people.
She University of Saloni©a is a new one. The plan and jurpose of
the founders is to make this university one of the greatest centersfor
highest culture.
.- tolnlstrat ion: — 2he administration of the universities is under
the genersl supervision of the Ministry of Bdacation, but they enjoy a
large measure of autonomy, especially in instructional and academic
matters. The state, ts the organizer of educational activities, must
marshal them to certain definite goals already mentioned, anu could not)
give complete self-control to the highest institution!, which are such
strong agencies for the molding of national character. (Lee Philosophy
underlying the Greek Educational SySteip, page 7).
.he universities are headeu by rectors. The rector, the pro-rectolb,
the cesns of the faculties of the various departments, ana one delegate
from each department, constitute the senate, which conducts the inner
*
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affairs of the university, incluuing determination of administrative,
academic, and disciplinary matters.
-he rector is elected for a year "by the delegates of the facultie
from each department, in rotation. He is the responsible administra-
tive head of the institution, and the chairman of the senate. He acts
as the university's representative at public functions, and in its
official relations with the Ministry of Jducation. paring each year,
the rector of the preceding year acts as oro-rector, assisting, or
occasionally replacing, the rector in his duties.
±he faculty councils consist of the professors of each department
faculty. -They administer the affairs of tne faculty, and are presided
over by the deans electea for one year, by the members of the faculty.
rrofessors are nominated by the faculty of the department concern
ed, an., then appointed by the Minister of Education, who has the right
to refuse the appointment, for significant reasons concerning the
cand iuate.
2he professors are always selected with great care, ana must go
through a rigid process, which weeds out undesirable or incompetent
applicants before an appointment is made* J'any able men occupy chairs
in the present faculties.
Bach professor is appointed to a chair, whicn entitles its oc-
cupant to teach one subject of a course, a position which usually
involves three to five hours of teaching a week.
legulcr attendance in universities is compulsory to those registef
ed in them, an since the elective system of courses does not exist
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there, all the students in the sane uepartment, must follow the sane
curriculum.
-lie courses for a degree cover a period of from four years, to
six or seven, according to the field "being studied. At the end of tue
last year of a stuuent's work, oral examinations are conducted in the
subject matter of the various courses taught in the university. .ach
student must pass tnese examinations successfully before being eligibl
for his degree. .'ri tten examinations are given at regular periods
throughout the college years.
In the University of .-thens there are nine deportments, as followf
(1) ^neology
(2) Philosophy
(3) Law
(4) Medicine
(5) Jentistry
(6) - harmacy
(7) Be themutics
(8) Chemistry and rnysics
Ihe enrollment in the various departments of the Ka^ional
University of -thens in 1931, is shown in the following table:
(iee following page for table)
t•
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TEE BHB0LLMEK2 BY DEPARmSNTS 117 ASEEfro rmiTSESlH (*]
Dep; rtments I en women Eotfal
'Iheology
Philosophy
Law
"euicine
Jentistry
Pharmacy
Mathematics
Jhemistry
_hys ics
175
359
2071
1365
215
153
310
62
137
3
124
44
99
98
34
10
6
18
178
483
2115
1464
313
187
320
68
155
Potal 4847 436 5283
She number of full professors of the various departments is 98,
and the number of assistant professors is 31.
The University of aalonica, at present, is comooseu. of three
departments,— the department of philosophy, political anu economic
sciences, and the ae-;artment of phys icomathema ti cs , in whiQh are teach-
ing, 29 full professors, 13 part-tire, and 6 assistant orofessors.
(*) bulletin of tie University of Athens, 1931, p. 27.
•
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Entrance requirements;— admission to the universities is baseu 01
the completion of the curriculum of the secondary school, Students vshc
graduate from the gymnasium or practical lyceum are required to submit
to an entrance examination, in subjects that vary with the dep t rtment
to which a-j.iisbion is desired. Jhe general stanaaras of the examina-
tions ere "being raised, so as to require evidence of a souna general
education, and ability to think, as well as a good memory.
At the time of this writing, a decree has just been passea, which
will reform the general organization of the universities, ana which airfls,
among other things, to fix, from year to year, the number of students
admitted to the various departments in the universities, in order to
eliminate an over-crowding of the professions. ±he universities and
the schools that prepare for them are over-crowued beyond the need of
society, She state is thus compelled to set up a restictive system,
directed toward the qualitative selection of candidates for official
degrees, (dee Jendencies in Secondary Education, pagefii ).
Juition ?ees :— xhe universities are supported by money coming
from fees, enuownents, vcrious donations, and subs idat ion on the part
of the state. In the case of Salonika University, a revenue from a
specie 1 tax of two oer cent on all mercnanaise entering the port of
Salonica, contributes to its maintenance.
dhe students have to ,~>ey registration and examination fees, which
vary with the different departments, assistance in the form of ^cnolarjt-
ships and prizes, is available to poor students of ability.
•
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Jhe following table shows the fees required by various uepartraent:
TABLB OF FEPb
(in drachmas)
Departments registration lamina ti on i.'otal
-neology 2000 750 2750
Philosophy 2000 750 2750
Law 2500 1500 4000
T'edicine 3500 1500 5000
Mentis try 3500 1500 5000
Pharmacy 350C 1500 5000
Pathematics 2000 750 270U
chemistry 3500 1500 5000
Physics 3500 1500 5000
Other Institution s;— Among the other i;isti tutions existing in
Greece, the most important ore the archeological schjols, which, becausj|e
of the abundance of ancient statues, monuments, temples, ana other
relics of the past, are able to give a thorough training in tnis field.
-.n academy of science was established in 1926, and is housed in a
beautiful white marble building in Athens, which was erected With funds
left by Pr. Slnas, in 18^0. Pne .-caueray nas forty members, elected by
Note: Jhe data of the above table was sup lieu by the Registration
Office of Athens University.
t
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university professors ana representatives of other learned groups in
Greece, -"he menders are divideu into three groups, representing pure
sciences, apjjlied sciences, and the arts.
She purpose of this academy is the advancement of the trts ana
sciences in general, and awards medals of distinction ana money prises
to persons who have done something outstanding in the interest of
humanity.
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Official publications (published in Greek)
Bulletins issued "by the Ministry of Education of Greece.
npoypcwcc Ma0-nixdTwv xat Ai6axTix6v npoacoiux6v too naveni-
CTT)iJ.too 'A6"nv63v. ( Course of Study and teaching i ersonnel of
^thens University) Athens, 1931.
np6Ypdixtia MaGirpdTwv Tffiv Ai^ot ixGW SXoXelwv. (Course of Study
for Elementary Schools.) ^thens, 1931.
IIp6Ypaii|J.a Ma6T)|ldTG>v Tffiv ruy.vaatwv . (Course of Study for
Gymnasiums.) Athens, 1931.
K<2Teoe6voe k xai *05r)Yicci Tffiv npoYpan.n.dTcov Tfj<; Mior\c, *Ex-
na iSeoaecoc;
. ( destinations and Directions of tne Programs of
Secondary Schools.) Athens, 1931.
'iSpuoic ^XoAlxCSv TaneiG)V xat 2XO>axu3v 'Scpope iGSv
. (Establish-
ment of School Treasuries and Committees.) Athens, 1931.
Bulletins issued by the Ministry of Agriculture of Greece.
*H "AvcoTdfO rewaiov ixt'i ZXo\r\. ( 2he Eighest Agricultural School. )
Athens, 1931.
n&c AeiToopYoCv tcc Kuptaxd recopYixd SXoAeTa. (How the Sunday
Agricultural Schools are working.) Athens, 1931.
Books published in Greek.
Aati7ia6aptou, E. SXoXixi^ *YYieiv?j. ( Laeftaderios* .,. School
Hyginee.) Athens, 1925.
A6(pa, K
.
'ExuaiSeuTixoc; K06i£. (Lefas, E.-Educational Code.)
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Athens, 1924.
MwpafToo, a; iGTopta xT\c 'EaiSarcoyiKfjc . ( Ilorocites, D.-His
of Education.) Athens, 1927.
tory
2|iupvf), N. 'EneTTiplc A'np.O'U IyJ]c, 'ExTtdiSeGoeax;. (iimyrnes, N. -
Jlernentary Education Yearboolc. ) Athens , 193:..
Books published in English.
T'ller, V!, , "Greece". Charles Scribner's Sons, New Yotk, 1928.
T.!orgenthau, H. "I Was Sent to Athens." Doran ft Co.,Gc-rden City, 1929.
Sackelariou, G. "Education in Greece." Educational Yearbook, 1926, of
the International Institute of teachers College, Columbia University,
p. 223 ff. MaoSlillin Co., 1927.
Charter, M« "History's Greatest 2relc." National Geographic Ilagaiine,
November 1925.
Williams, Owen M. "New Greece", National Geographic Magazine,
December, 1930.
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